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OMRADES:

Our Eighth Convention meets at a time
C
when the capitalist world is approaching a new
explosion. Any day, any month, we may receive the first news of Japanese imperialism
beginning its long-prepared invasion of the
Soviet Union.
At any time the madman who holds power in Germany may launch
the wild adventure of anti-Soviet intervention
which is the keystone of his policy, or may
set fire to the fuses of the whole system of explosive European relations. Who can say on
what day the powers now engaged in a gigantic
naval race may have their present navies
thrown into action by one powers' fear of being
'left behind in the race? Who can foretell when
the tightening lines of class struggle in any
one of a dozen countries may not, by some
"small" incident like the expose of the Stavisky
corruption, be ignited with the flames of a
revolutionary civil war?
The world stands on the brink of revolutions
and wars. This is the fruits of more than four
years of unprecedented capitalist crisis. This
crisis period is approximately the period between
our Seventh and Eighth National Conventions.
Through this period capitalist society has continuously disintegrated. The ::risis has penetrated into and undermined the industry and
agriculture of every capitalist and colomal country; it has upset the currency and credit relationships of the entire world. Even the
United States, still the strongest fortress of
world capitalism, has been stripped of its last
shred of "exceptionalism," stands fully exposed
3

to the fury of the storms of cnslS, and, relatively speaking is registering its deepest effects.
The economic losses due to the crisis, in the
United States alone begin to approach the
figures of the total losses of the World War.
A great upsurge of class struggles is sweeping
the capitalist wOTld. A wave of liberation struggles sweeps the colonies and oppressed nations.
In Spain the fascist dictatorship has been overthrown and the forces of a Soviet revolution
are gathering. In Cuba a revolutionary upheaval drove out the bloody tyrant, Machado.
A general strike sweeps France, embracing the
main body of the working class. In Germany
the rising wave of proletarian revolution is
checked, but only temporarily, by loosening the
fascist mad dogs, the foul refuse of the insane
asylums and criminal underworld, against the
German masses. In Austria, the lightning 1lash
of the heroic barricade fighting of the betrayed
Austrian workers, revealed for an instant the
doom that is being prepared for ::apitalism beneath the blanket of fascism with which the
bourgeoisie seeks to smother the 1lames of revolution. Also in the United States the upsurge
of mass resistance to the capitalist policy of
driving the masses into starvation, a policy intensified behind the demagogic cloak of Roosevelt's "New Deal," has already been answered
by the capitalists with machine-guns at Ambridge; by increasing appropriations for police
and military; by fascist preparations of War
Department occupation of the strategi-.: points
in the economic system; by incorporating the
A. F. L. leadership into the government machinery; by the "new course" of compulsory arbitration and legalization of company unions
"charted" by Roosevelt in the automobile settlement and the Wagner "labor" bill. A wave of
4

chauvinism is being roused by capitalist press
and statemen, without precedent in time of
peace. Fascism is rearing its ugly head more
boldly every day in the U. S. A.
The rape of China by Japanese imperialism,
the wars in Latin-Ameri:::a in which America
and British imperialisms begin to settle accounts
-these were but the first links in the chain of
imperialist wars being forged by the blows of
the crisis. The rise of fascism in Germany
and Austria further shattered the post-war
system of international relationships. The imperialist powers are arming to the teeth. They
are desperately striving to come to an arrangement that the next decisive step in the armed
redivision of the world shall be a counter-revolutionary invasion of the Soviet Union. War
bUdgets are shooting upward at a speed matched
only by the speed of deterioration of the living
standards of the masses.
Meanwhile, the Soviet Union, the land where
the victorious working class is building socialism, moves in a direction exactly opposite to
that of the capitalist world. While the capitalist world suffered economic paralysis, in the
Soviet Union a historically backward land has
leaped forward to the first place in Europe, and
in the whole world second only to the United
states. While living standards in the capitalist
world took a catastrophic drop of 40 to 60 per
cent, in the Soviet Union they leaped upward
by more than 100 per cent. While capitalist
policy is directed with all energy to ::ut down
production in the face of growing millions of
starving and poverty-stricken workers and farmers, in the Soviet Union the productive forces
have been multiplied manifold, a half continent
of 52 nations, of 165,000,000 population is being
lifted out of poverty into material well-being
6

and a rich cultural lite. While the capitalist
world driv'es feverishly toward war, the Soviet
Union emerges more and more as the great
bulwark of world peace. Clearly the world is
divided into two systems, moving in opposite
directions.
This is the world situation, described by the
general staff of our World Party, the 'Executive
Committee of the Communist International, as
a situation "d05ely approaching a new round
of revolutions and wars," in which the Communists of the United States meet in our Eighth
National Convention to chart our course for
the next period, to prepare our forces for the
next great task, to win the majority of the
American workers and their allies for the revolutionary way out of the crisis, for the uncompromising fight for immediate economic and
political needs, for the overthrow of capitalism.
for the building of a new, socialist system by
a revolutionary Workers' G<lvernment.

I. THE GROWTH OF HUNGER, FASCISM.
AND THE DANGER OF IMPERIALIST WAR
The economic crisis is in its fifth year. It
has lasted far longer than any previous crisis.
It has been more far-reaching and destructive.
That is because it occurs in the midst of the
general crisis of the whole capitalist system.
Characteristic of this fact are:
(a) The crisis affected every capitalist and
colonial country.
(b) It penetrated every phase of e-:onomy,
industry. agriculture, trade, credit. currency.
state finances.
(c) The crisis itself resulted in intensifying
the concentration and centralization of capital.
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with consequent intensification of labor, which
was a basic cause for the unexampled depth
of the crisLS.
(d) It has at the same time sharply degraded
the technical level of agriculture. causing it
• to abandon machine labor for hand labor.
mechanical power for horse and man power•.
further sharpening the contradiction between
city and country.
(e) The chief feature of overproduction is
that it is sharpest in the field of means of
produ..::tion. far exceeding the capacity of capitalistically-limited society to use to the full.
thus closing the doors to a revival by vast
new capital investments.
(f) Existence of giant monopolies. further
strengthened during the crisis (as by the
N.R.A. codes. etc.) results in sustaining monopoly profits at the cost of the rest of
economy. reducing mass purchasing power.
and hindering the absorption of accumulated
stocks.
(g) The crisis comes in a period when the
imperialist powers have already divided the
world among themselVes, when there are no
further fields of expansion. except at the expense Gf one another (or of the Soviet Union).
and when the uneven development of the imperialist powers makes imperative a redivision of the world which is only possible
through the arbitrament of war.
(h) Finally. this crisis comes after world capitalism has already suffered the fatal shattering blows of the last World War, as a
result of which its world-system was broken
at its weakest link, out of which emerged a
new. a rival world economic system, the system of Socialism in the Soviet Union.
7

The in1luence of the general crisis of capitalism upon the course of the economic crisis

can be seen in volume of industrial production during the past five years in the principal
industrial countries. I quote the figures given by
Comrade Stalin in his report to the 17th Congress of the Oommunist Party of the Soviet
Union:
VOLUME OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
(Percent of 1929)
1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
U. S. S. R
100.0 129.'7 161.9 184.'7 201.6
U. S. A. .
100.0
80.'7
68.1
53.8
M.lt
England
100.0
92.4
83.8
83.8
86.1
Germany
100.0
88.3
'71.'7
59.8
66.8
France
100.0 100.7
89.2
69.1
'7'7.4

These figures clearly reveal the division of
the world into two systems which are travelling
in opposite directions.
He in the capitalist
countries production declined between 1929 and
1933 by from 15 to 35 per cent, the socialist
industry of the Soviet Union increased by more
than 100 per cent.
These figures also show that from 1932 to
1933, the capitalist world increased its production in all countries, whereas previously the
course had been downward from year to year.
This fact has been joyously hailed by capitalist
spokesmen as heralding the end of the crisis,
the beginning of recovery, the promise of returning prosperity. This conclusion is also sup,-ported by the Socialist Party leaders and the
~reformist trade union bureaucrats. What is the
true significance of this fact?
A clear answer was already given to this question by Comrade Stalin at the 17th Congress.
supplementing and further developing the
8

Thesis of the 13th Plenum of the Executive
Conunittee of the CommUnist International.
Comrade Stalin said:
"It means that, apparently, industry in the
principal capitalist countries had already
passed the lowest point of decline and did not
return to it in the course of 1933.
"Some people are inclined to ascribe the
phenomenon to the influence of exclusively
artificial factors, such as a war-inflation
boom. There cannot be any doubt that the
war-in1lation boom plays not an unimportant
role here. It is particularly true in regard
to Japan, where this artificial factor Is the
principal and decisive force in some revival,
principally in the munition branches of industry. But it would be a crude mistake to
attempt to explain everything by the warinflation boom. Such an explanation would be
wrong, if only for the reason that the changes
in industry which I have described are observed, not in separate and chance districts,
but in ail, or nearly aU, industrial countries,
including those countries which have a stable
currency. Apparently, side by side with the
war-inflation boom, the operation of the internal economic forces of capitalism also has
effect here.
"Capitalism has succeeded In somewhat
easing the position of industry AT THE EX;PE SE OF THE WORKER8-increasing their
exploitation by increasing the Intensity of
their labor; AT THE EXPENSE OF THE
FARMERS-by pursuing a poticy of paying
the lowest prices for the products of their
labor, for foodstuffs and partly for raw materials; AT THE EXPENSE OF THE PEASANTS
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IN THE COLONIES AND IN THE ECONOMICALLY WEAK COUNTRIES-by still further forcing down the prices of the products
of their labor, principally raw materials, and
also of foodstuJJs.
"Does this mean that we are witnessing a
transition from a crisis to an ordinary depression which brings in Its train a new boom
and Oourishing industry? No, it does nl;)t
mean that. At all events at the present time
there are no data, direct or indirect, that
indicate the approach of an industrial boom
in capitalist countries. More than that, judging by all things, there cannot be such data,
at least in the near future. There cannot be,
because all the unfavorable conditions which
prevent industry in the capitalist countries
from rising to any serious extent still continue
to operate. I have in mind the continainc
general crisis of capitalism in the midst of
which the economic crisis is proceeding, the
chronic working of the enterprises under .apac1ty, the chro~ic mass unemployment, the
interweaving of the Industrial crisis with the
agricultural crisis, the absence of tendencies
towards any serious renewal of basic capital
which usually heralds the approach of a
boom, etc., etc.
"Apparently, what l\'e are witnessing is the
transition from the lowest point of decllne of
industry, from the lowest depth of the industrial crisis to a depression, not an ordinary depression, but to a depression of a special kind which does not lead to a new boom
and Oourishing industry, but which, on the
other hand, does not force It back to. the
lowest point of decline."
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It would be a vulgar fatalism to think that
no matter what measures the capitalist class
undertakes, they have no effect upon capita.l1st
economy. It would equally be wrong to th1nk
such effects are exclusively negative, to fail to
see how capitalist industry has eased its position (even if only temporarily) at the great expense of the workers and toiling masses. We
must avoid such mistakes, to be able to unmask
the crude illusions propagated by the labor
a.gents of capitalism, and prevent them from
iowing confusion in the working class ranks.
Many facts lead to the conclusion that the
economic crisis in the U. S. has aJready passed
its lowest point. Furthermore, the various measures undertaken by the capitalist class itself,
and the operation of the internal economic
forces of capitalism, facilitated the passing of
the economic crisis into the stage of depression.
In the .course of the crisis, American capitalism lowered production costs and increased
its profits mainly through a more intensive exploitation of the employed workers. In this
process, the productivity of labor was increased
mainly through more intensive exploitation nnd
speed-up. American capitalism has utilized the
great standing army of the unemployed for this
purpose where it could select the best, most
physically-fit, workers whom starvation forced
to work under the worst conditions at lowest
wages.
The improved situation for capitalist industry
came as a result of the sharp reduction of the
living standards of the workers and the further
ruination of the poor and middle farmers. But
trns is not all.
It is a fact that through the long duration
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of the crisis the index of overproduced commodities reserves declined. This decline in great
degree proceeded through actual physical destruction of commodities. It is very 1lkely, also,
that especially in the light industries where production sharply declined, there consumption at
the existing low prices served to greatly diminish the overproduction. Increasing profits also
serve, even in small degree, to encourage new
capital investments in production and building.
Further, a large part of debts were wiped out
through bankruptcy, further mergers; while
confiscation of a huge portion of middle-class
savings through the closing of banks, made a
serious contribution to capitalist profits.
This is the road travelled by American capitalism in the crisis. It is not the road to a new
prosperity. At the same time, however, it would
be absolutely stupid to refuse to see those improvements in its economic situation that American capitalism did make. But whatever improvements took place, as a result of warspending and infiation, and also from the further impoverishment of workers and farmers
and the operation of the internal economic
forces of capitalism, they all facilitated the
passing of the crisis into the stage of depression.
The economic crisis in the United States, as
in the rest of the capitalist woI'ld, is interwoven
with the general crisis of capitalism. - he depth
of the general crisis, the blows i:l.elivered by the
world crisis to U. S. economy, are the first
factors which make it impossible for American
capitalism to return to boom and prosperity.
The very measures employed to improve the
immediate situation, even though they helped
in passing over from crisis to depression, had
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the effect of deepening the general crisis of
capitalism.
Even the capitalists, in their confidential disClISSions, are adopting the view that the depression will be a prolonged one, that a quick recovery is impossible. Thus the Kiplinger
Agency, in its weekly letter of March 17, speaks
on this point as follows:
''Washington feeling about the course of
recovery: Most private discussions by the
authorities here reflect a resignation to the
idea of slow and irregular recovery, not rapid
recovery. Some, progresS, then a set-back.
Further progress, then a breathing speD. Talk
of spring' boom has disappeared. Talk of faD
boom, under belated inflationary influences,
has lessened."
Yes, there is an improvement in business and
industrial a.etivity in the U. S. There are also
changes in the movement of the economic
crisis. It is apparent that the crisis has passed
its lowest point and entered the stage of depression. This has been accomplished by measures which deepen the general crisis (war preparations, inflation, ruination of farmers and
small business, impoverishment of the masses,
etc.). That means, the depression is not the
prelude to new boom and prosperity, as the
minstrels of the "New Deal" are singing. It will
be prolonged. It will be a period of increased
misery for the toilers.
Against this background of the perspective
of continued and prolonged depression, given us
so clearly in the analysis of Comrade Stalin, it
is more than ever clear that the policies being
followed by the capitalists, in their frantic ef-
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forts to find a way out of the criSiS, "in the
near future cannot but lead," as the 13th E. C.
C. I. Plenum pointed out, "to the still greater
disturbance of state finances and to a still further intensificat~on of the general crisis of capitalism." Thus the economic and political factors at work determine that ~·the capitalist
world is now passing from the end of capitalist stabilization to a revolutionary crisis."
This it is that determines the "perspectives of
development of fascism and the world revolutionary movemept of the toilers." .<Thirteenth
Plenum.)
What is Fascism? It is "the-- open, terrorist
dictatorship of the most reactionary, most chauvinist and most imperialist elements of finance
capital."
What is its purpose? It is to enforce the
policy of finance capital, which Is to bolster up
its profits at the cost of degrading the living
standards of the toiling population, to violently
smash the resistance of the working class, to
behead .the working class by the physical extermination of its leadinj;:" cadres, the Communists.
Where does it find its mass basis? Among
the petty-bourgeoisie, by demagogic promises to
the desperate, impoverished fanners, shopkeepers, artisam, omce workers and civil servants.
and particularly the declassed and criminal elements in the big cities. It also tries to penetrate the more backward strata of the workers.
How is it possible for fascism to develop sufficient power to defeat the workers? (This is
only possible by obtaining help within the working class, thus disru~ing its unity and disarming it before fascisn:u But fascism cannot win
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mass support directly in the working class
.ranks. It must find indirect support. This it
finds in the Socialist Party leadership and the
reformist trade union officialdom. {1'hese leaders, influencing the majority Of the working
class, Iwld back the workers from revolutionary
struggle which alone can defeat and destroy
iascism, and under the slogan of defense of
.democracy, and "choosing the lesser eVil," lead
the workers to submit to and suppOrt the intermediate steps to the introduction of fascism.
That is why we call these leaders "socialfascists," and their theories "social-fascism."
In the United states, fascism· is being prepared along essentially the same lines that it
was prepared in Germany and Austria.
The Socialist and A. F. of L. leaders are taking essentially the same course taken by their
brothers in Europe. But the workers in the
U. S. have the tremendous advantage of haVing
before their eyes the living example of the
events in Europe of being able to judge by results the true meaning of policies which they
are asked to follow here. That is the supreme
importance of every worker in America studying
and thoroughly understanding the experiences
of our brothers across the waters.
'What are the ideas, the misconceptions, with
which the social-fascists confuse and disarm
the workers?
First, is the idea that fascism is the opposite
of capitalist democracy and this democracy is
therefore the meal1t5 of combatting and defeating fascism.] This false idea serves a double
purpose. By means of counterposing·. "democracy against dictatorship," it tries to hide the
fact that the capitalist "democracy" is only ~
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form of the capitalist dictatorship; it tries to
identify in the worker's mind the fascist dictatorship with the proletarian dictatorship in
the Soviet Union and thus cause the worker
to reject the road of revolution. At the same
time, this slogan is used to hide the fact that.
capitalist democracy is not the enemy, but the
mother of fascism; that it is not the destroyer,
but the creator of fascism. It uses the truth
that fascism destroys democracy, to propagate
the falsehood that democracy will also destroy
fascism. Thus does the Socialist Party and
trade union officialdom, to the extent that the
workers follow them, tie the working class to
the chariot wheels or a capitalist democra.cy
which is being transformed into fascism, paralyze their resistance, deliver them over to fascism bound and helpless.
In Germany this meant support to Hindenburg, Bruening, Von Papen, Schleicher; and
their "emergency decrees" directed against the
workers. In tlie United States, it is support to
Roosevelt, LaGuardia, the N.R.A., and the
"emergency decrees" of the strikebreaking labor
boards, arbitration boards, "code authorities,"
etc. In each case, the slogan is "choose the
lesser evil"; in each, the workers are asked to
"fight against fascism" by supporting the men
and measures that are introducing fascism.
Second, is the idea that fascism represents,
not finance capital, but rather a "revolutionary
movement" directed ag--dinst both finance capital and against the working class by the impoverished middle classes. This idea helps
fInimce capital to get and keep control over
these middle classes, strengthens their illusions,
divides the workers from them and prevents the
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workers from setting themselves the task of
winning over the middle classes to support of
the proletarian revolutionJcauses the workers
to support their misleaders in their alliance
"against fascism." In Germany, this idea was,
concretely, alliance with Hindenburg against
Hitler; in Austria, with Dollfuss ag:ainst the
Nazis; in. the United States with Roosevelt
"against Wall Street:'
Third, with the victory of fascism in Germany and Austria, the Socialist and trade union
leaners bring forth the idea that this event is
the crushing defeat of the revolution, 'the restabilization of capitalism, the beginning of
a rfewo- e.nd long era of fascist reaction) This
helps fascism by spreading panic, defeatism,
and passivIty among the workers. It serves to
create a fatalistic acceptance of fascism as inescapable and undefeatable. The true significance of the rise of fascism is quite di1Jerent.
True, fascism is a heavy blow against the working class. True, fascism turns loose every black
reactionary force against the working class, and
tries to physically exterminate its vanguard, the
Communist Party. But at the same time it is
a sign of deepening crisis of capitalism; it
solves not one of the basic problems of the
crisis, but intensifies them all; it further disrupts the capitalist world system; it destroys
the moral base for capitalist rule, discrediting
bourgeois law in the eyes of the masses; it
hastens the exposure of all demagogic supporters of capitalism, especially its main support
among the workers-the Socialist and trade
union leaders. It hastens the revolutionization
of the workers, destroys their democratic lllusions, and thereby prepares the masses for the
17

revolutionary struggle for powe
Through fascism, the capitallst class hopes
to destroy the threat of revolution at home.
Through imperialist war, it hopes to destroy
the successfUl revolution in the Soviet Union,
and by armed redivision of the world to find
the way out of the crisis.
What are the prospects for success of this
capitalist program?
Such prospects are very bad indeed. The
revolutionary movement of the working class
and poor farmer allies cannot be destroyed. This
was proved by the fall of the bloody Czarist
autocracy in old Russia. It was proved again
by the failure of the ferocious terror of Chiang
Kai-Shek in China to halt the rise of the victorious Chinese Soviet Republic. It was proved
on our own doorstep, last August, by the revolutionary overthrow of the Butcher Machado
and his fascist dictatorship In Cuba. It is being proved every day by the heroic work of the
Communist Party of Germany. It is proved by
the crisis in the second International, and the
mass turning of European workers toward the
Bolshevik path. It was proved by the destruction of the fascist dictatorship in Spain. Terror
cannot destroy the proletarian revolution.
Neither is there hope for world capitalism that
it can solve its problems though war. It tried
this way in 1914-1918. But instead of solving
problems, this only reproduced them on a larger
scale and in sharper form. That effort lost for
capitalism the largest country, one-sixth of
the world, to the victorious working class of the
Soviet Union. Now they specUlate on recovering this lost territory for capitalism, through
another war. But this time they will face a
working class infinitely better prepared than
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in 1914-1918. The working class in the Soviet
Union is now fully anned with the weapons
of modern warfare, based upon a modernized
industry and solid socialist economy. The working class in the C81pital1st countries is no longer
under the undisputed sway of the SOcialist and
trade union leaders. In every country there is
a growing mass which has already begun to
learn the lessons of the victory in the Soviet
Union, which has already grouped itself around
the Communist Party. which is anning them
with the weapons of revolution-the theory and
practice of Marx. Engels, Lenin and Stalinof Bolshevism.
If the imperialists venture upon another war,
they will receive a crushing defeat worse than
the last war.' On the borders of the Soviet
Union they will meet military defeat at the
hands of an invincible Red Army. At the rear,
the working class will be transforming the imperialist war into a civil war of the oppressed
masses for the overthrow of capitalism.:;) Such
a war will surely end in the birth of a few more
Soviet Republics.

II.

THE UPSURGE OF THE MASS STRUGGLES AND THE WORK OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY

The United states, stronghold of world capitalism, exhibits at the same time its deepest
contradictions. The blows of the economic crisis
struck heaviest, relatively, here. The contrast
between mass hopes and illusions in 1929, and
bitter reality in 1934, is greater than almost
anywhere else. The greatest accumulated wealth
and productive forces, side by side with the
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largest mass unemployment and starvation of
any industrial country, stares every observer
in the face. Revolutionary forces in the U. S.,
developing more slowly than elsewhere, are yet
of enormously greater potentiality and depth.
All capitalist contradictions are embodied in
Roosevelt's "New Deal" policies. Roosevelt promises to feed the hungry, by reducing the production of food. He promises to redistribute
wealth, by billions of subsidies to the banks and
corporations. He gives help to the "forgotten"
man, by speeding up the process of monopoly
and trustification. He would increase the purchasing power of the masses, through intiation
which gives them a dollar worth only 60 cents.
He drives the Wall street money changers out
of the temple of government, by giving them
complete power in the administration of the
governmental machinery of the industrial codes.
He gives the workers the right of organization
by legaliZing the company unions. He inaugurates a regime of economy, by shifting the tax
burden to the consuming masses, by cutting appropriations for wages, veterans, and social
services, while increasing the war budget a
billion dollars, and giving ten billions to those
who already own everything. He restores the
faith of the masses in democracy, by beginning
the introduction of fascism. He works for international peace, by launching the sharpest
trade and currency war in history.
Roosevelt's program is the same as that of
finance capital the world over. It is a program
of hunger, fascization and imperialist war. It
differs chiefiy in the forms of its unprecedented
ballyhoo, of demagogic promises, for the creation of mass illusions of a saviour who has found
the way out. The New Deal Is not developed
20

fascism. But in political essence and direction it is the same as Hitler's program.
Under cover of these mass illusions, Roosevelt
launched the sharpest, most deep-going attack
against the living standards of the masses.
Even though the workers were still under the
influence of illusions about Roosevelt (these
illusions continue to stand up under repeated
blows!) they could not but recognize what
was happening to them. They answered With
a wave of strikes. More than a million workers struck in 1933 in resistance to the New Deal
policies. Over 750,000 joined the trade unions.
. During this period the unemployed movement
also deepened and consolidated itself, in spite
of a serious lag. Especially important, it reacted to the new forms of governmental relief,
the C. W. A. and forced labor camps, and began
a movement on those jobs to protect living
standards. The movement for the Workers' Unemployment Insurance Bill began to take on a
broad mass character.
Struggles involving the masses of impoverished farmers, veterans, students, professionals,
stimulated by the strike wave, gathered about
the rising working class movement, and to a
greater degree than ever before came in political contact with the workers.
This first wave of struggle against the R0osevelt "new deal" was stimulated and clarified by
the fact that the Communist Party, from the
beginning, gave a bold and correct analysis of
the "new deal," and a clear directive for struggle against it. Events since last JUly conftrmed
entirely the analysis then given. Every serious
effort to apply that program of struggle has
brought gains for the workers. There is no
need to revise our analysis. Now we can sum
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up the results of nine months' experience.
What has happened with the "new deal"?
Has it failed? Many workers, in the first stages
of disillusionment, come to that conclusion.
They are disillusioned with the result, but still
believe in the intention. The S. P. and A. F.
of L. leaders try to keep them in this stage.
But this conclusion is entirely too simple. The
"new deal" has not improved conditions for the
workers and exploited masses. But that was
never its real aim; that was one ballyhoo; that
was only bait with which to catch suckers. In
its first and Chief aim, the "new deal" succeeded;
that aim was, to bridge over the most difficult
situation for the capitalists, and to launch a new
attack upon the workers with the help of their
leaders, to keep the workers from general resistance, to begin to restore the profits of finance
capital.
At the recent code h~arings in Washington,
this purpose was stated frankly by General
Hugh Johnson, in an effort to overcome the
resistance of the more backward cal>italists to
some features of the N. R. A. program. General Johnson, speaking of the difficult position
of capital at the time of the birth of the "new
deal" and what was its aim, declared:
"I want to tell you, if you have not yourselves observed, that throughout that whole
difficult and trying period, when in panic and
under the urge of extremists, the wreck of our
!lystem was threatened, the strong sane
moderate mind that upheld you was that
of the President. I ask you to remember
that at that time both industrial and
banking leadership had fallen, in the pubUc
mind, to complete and utter disrepute. Humanity always seeks a scapegoat. A BritiSh
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Government una.ble to sustain itself on any
other issue, was elected on the slogan 'Hang
the Kaiser.' Don't forget that, at that time,
these gentlemen and the bankers were almost
(to an in1lamed public mind) the Kaiser."
That is clear enough. No Communist could
have put it more clearly!
Without the collaboration of the A. F. of L.
leadership, it must be emphasized, this program
could never have been camed out over the resistance of the workers. This truth, which we
pointed out in advance, is now the boast of
Green, Lewis & Co., in their conferences with
Roosevelt, Johnson and the employers. Wheneyer a strike has been broken, the main "credit"
belongs to Green and his associates. Every vicious code provision against the workers, for company unions, has borne the signature of Green
& Co. Section 7a, the new "charter for labor"
turned out in reality to be the legalization of
company unionism and compulsory arbitration.
Even the A. F. of L. leaders are allowed to organize only where and when this is required to
block the formation of revolutionary or independent' trade unions. The Wagner Bill to
interpret Section 7a, now before Congress, which
received such vigorous support and high praise
from Socialist and A. F. of L. leaders, is already,
even before passage, openly admitted to be legal
confirmation of the company unions, the enforcement of compulsory arbitration.
Again we turn to the outspoken General
Johnson, for a colorful description of the role
of the A. F. of L. leaders. In his March 7th
speech to the capitalists, Johnson poured out
his soul in eloquent 'tribute to Green & Co. He
said:
"We know something about what Is toward
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in this country-the worst epidemic of strikes
in oUt" history. Why soffer it? Here is a way
out. Play the game. Snbmit to the law and
get it over quickly. I want to tell you this
for your comfort. I know your problems. I
would rather deal with Bill Green, John
Lewis, Ed McGrady, Mike MacKonough,
George Berry and a host of others I could
name, than with any Frankenstein that you
JD.'l.Y build up under the guide of a company
union. In fac~take it from me and a wealth
of experience-their interests are your interests."

Again the worthy General leaves nothing to
add!

Now, for a brief glance at the results of the
"new deal" as regis1;ered in governmental s~a
tistics.
First, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation: Payments authorized by the R. F. C. up
to the end of 1933, amounted to $5,233,800,000.
More than 80 per cent of this enormous sum
went directly to banks, insurance companies,
railroads, mortgage loan compan!es, credit
unions, etc., in loans or purchase of preferred
stock; and for what is called "agricultural
credit" which means advances to financial institutions holding uncollectable farm mortgages.
About 12 per cent went for "relief," payment for
forced labor on municipal and state work. These
enormous subsidies, the size of which staggers
the imagination, are the source of a large part
of the renewed profits of the big corporations.
Second, inflation and price-fixing: These
measures have resulted in such rise in living
costs that even the A. F. of L. leaders, close
partners of Roosevelt and Johnson, have to
admit a decided drop in the purchasing power
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of employed workers. An indication is the drop
of nine per cent, from September to December,
in the volume of consumers' goods actually purchased.
Third, the Government budget: Here we find
the realization of Roosevelt's promise to remember the "forgotten man." The shift of the
burden of taxes, the basis of the budget, comparing the current year with 1928-1929, is as
follows:
Government income from taxation on corporations, rich individuals, and wealthy middleclass, declined from $2,231,000,000 to $864,000,000
-a saving to the rich of $1,467,000,000. At the
same time, taxation of workers and consuming
masses increased from $1,571,000,000 to $2,395,OOO,OOo--an increase of the tax burden amounting to almost the total taxes paid now by the
rich.
On the expenditure side of the budget,
changes took the following direction: To banks,
corporations, wealthy individuals and property
owners, increased payments of 413 per cent.
Expenditures for war purposes, increased by 82
per cent. Against these .increases, economy was
practiced by reducing wages of government employees, and veteran allowances, by 38 per cent
and 27 per cent.
Fourth, distribution of National Income:
Roosevelt promised that he would begin to
remedy the maldistribution of the natural income, whereby the rich get too much and the
poor get too little. How this has been carried
out is disclosed in a report submitted to the U.
S. senate by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce on Jan. 1, 1934. Summarizizing its findings, the report says:
"Wages have suffered the most severely in
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the general decline since 1929, with a falling off of sixty (60) per cent in those indus-

tries in which it was possible to segregate
this item. Salaries dropped forty (40) per
cent, much less rapidly than wages, with the
most severe curtailment occurring in 1932.
A significant divergence in decUning trends
is apparent as between labor income and property income; by 1932 the former had fallen
off by forty (40) per cent, while property income distributed receded but thirty (30) per
cent. This situation was brought about by
the maintenance of interest payments rather
uniformly up to 1932, with only a small decline then."
This pictures the development under the
Hoover regime. Roosevelt's "new deal" promised to reverse this trend. Actually, what happened in 1933 was, the purchasing power of the
workers went backward (a fact testified by the
A. F. of L. and the Bureau of Labor Statistics)
while property income took a sharp rise. A recent report of a group of large selected corporations which in 1932 showed a loss of about
45 millions, showed that in 1933 they had been
restored to the profit side of the ledger by about
a half-billion dollars.
Fifth, the workers' housing: In estimating the
social effects of the shift of national income
away from the workers and to property owners,_
it must be remembered that even in 1932 the
majority of workers lived just at or below the
subsistence level. Every loss of income has been
a direct deduction from daily necessities of life.
This is sharply expressed in the catastrophic
worsening of housing conditions. The epidemic
of tenement house fires, burning to death hundreds of men, women and children, is but a.
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dramatic revelation of one corner of the inhuman conditions under which growing millions
are reduced.
Sixth, breakIng up the home: A barometer
of the degeneration of living standards is the .
growing army of wandering, homeless people,
especialy children. The "new deal" proposed to
turn the army of unattached boys into a military reserve through the Civilian Conservation
Corps. Some 380,000 boys were So rtcruited in
1933; but in spite of this mass militarization,
all' reports agree that a larger number than before of homeless youth wandered the country.
Seventh, collapse of the school system: Conditions in the school system in rich America
reflect the catastrophic situation of the masses.
No improvement is to be seen under the "new
deal," but on the contrary, a sharp worsening
takes place. Just a few details, presented not
by Communist agitators but by the U. S. Commissioner of Education, George F. Zook, and
the National Education Association, deSCribing
the current school year, after Mr. Roosevelt's
"new deal" was at work. Over 2,290,000 children
of school age cannot find a place. Over 2,000
schools in rural communities failed to open this
year in 24 states (the other 24 states, probably,
being ashamed to report because their conditions are worse!). Some 1.500 commercial schools
and 16 institutions of higher learning have been
completely liqUidated. SChool terms in nearly
every large city are from one to two months
shorter than they were 70 to 100 years ago. The
average term in the U. S., 170 school days per
year, is less than that for France, Germany,
England, SWeden, Denmark. SChool teachers'
wages are generally from four to twenty-four
months in arrears, although interest en bonds
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is paid promptly. In Chicago, where teachers
are behind in their wages by $25,000,000, the
committee enforcing the economy program contains, among its 29 members, all amiated with
big business, five directors of the largest banks,
and 14 residents of exclusive Lake Shore Drive
("the Crt>ld Coast"). Unemployed teachers are
estimated at a quarter million. Teachers' wage
rates have been cut by 27 per cent. In 14 states
even this reduced salary is far behind in payment.
It is impossible to go into all the ramifications
of the result of a "successful" New Deal program. We have shown enough to fully expose,
that the "success" was in giving more to the
rich, and taking away from the poor even that
which they had.
THE NEW STRIKE WAVE AND NEW STEPS IN
FASCIZATION

Our Central Committee, at the moment of the
ebb of the 1933 strike wave (our 17th Plenum),
was able already to foresee the rise of a ne'\\'
strike wave in the early Spring of 1934. It is
now being realized all around us on a large
scale. In this movement an even larger role is
being played by the revolutionary forces than
in 1933. This also results in a larger proportion
of victorious strikes.
This new wave of struggles has already
brought the Roosevelt administration to a new
stage in the development of its labor policy.
This was announced by Mr. Roosevelt himself,
when he declared that "we have charted a new
course," in his announcement of the "settlement" in the automobile industry.
What is this "new course?"
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The auto manufacturers themselves gave a
correct estimate of it, when they declared to
the correspondent of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune
their "delight" with the outcome. "The manufacturers were particoIarly pleased that the
clarification of section 7a seems to uphold their
contention in behalf of the company onion."
This "new course," like the previous, "new
courses," is launched with the signature of
William Green and the 01Ilcialdom of the A.
F. of L., with the blessings of Nonnan Thomas
and the Socialist Party.
.
What is new in this course, is the public
adoption of the company union as an integral
part of the "corporate state" scheme, where
previously, in the omcial plans, the A. F. of L.
had been granted (on paper) a monopoly. This
means more open coming forward of the government to prevent or smash the strike movements. For months a debate raged behind the
scenes among the capitalists, on which horse
to place their money, the A. F. of L. or the
company union. Two camps had existed, which
sharply divided the highest councils. Upon the
basis of experience in the first strike wave and
the beginnings of the second, both camps had
modified their views and came together in one
united judgment, embodied in Roosevelt's "new
course." On the one hand, the company union
advocates had been convinced of the complete
docility and reliability for their purposes of
Green, Lewis, and the whole 01Ilclal A. F. of L.
family; they have been converted to the view
of Johnson in this respect. On the other hand,
the proponents of the A. F. of L. have been convinced that, in spite of Green & ·:Co:s absolute
"reliability" in purpose, their abWty to control
their membership is growing less and less each
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day. Already last fall, Roosevelt had a sharp
intimation of this, when John L. Lewis had to
admit his failure to drive the strikers of the
captive mines back to work, and Roosevelt had
to do the job personally. Another major example of the same sort was the auto situation,
where the A. F. of L. leaders frankly told the
President that they were helpless to stop the
strike movement unless Roosevelt himself intervened. The whole strike wave, rising against
the Canute-like commandments of Green & Co.
drove the lesson' home. Conclusion: Neither one
nor the other, neither A. F. of L. nor company union, alone, but both together, in a constantly closer association, and in preparation
for merging the two under Government auspices. That is the essence of the "new course."
Of course, differences continue-we must not
be confused by them.
This "new course" is now in process of being
incorporated into the Wagner Bill, which in its
original form provided for a sort of WatsonParker Law (compulsory arbitration on the railroads) for all industries. The original purpose
to bind the unions witlh the strong chains of arbitration machinery, to choke down the strike
wave, is now to be supplemented by guarantees
of e1!ectiveness through binding the trade
unions with the company unions.
LaGuardia, in the midst of "handl1ng" the
ta.x1 drivers strike in New York City, knew how
to "take a hint." He promptly abandoned the
settlement which he had prepared, to which the
workers had agreed but which the companies
had rejected, and called a representative of the
A. F. of L. from Washington to negotiate the
incorporation of the ta.x1 company union into
the A. F. of L. He was "correct in principle"
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in this question, but too hasty and crude in
action, so the execution of his proposal has been
postponed for a more favorable stage setting.
An organic part of the whole "new course"
tOward labor, is the sharp tum in the question
of unemployed relief. Roosevelt has in his hands
unexpended billions, which he demanded from
Congress for I'elief purposes. But suddenly, so
suddenly as to shock a host of loyal "new dealers" and bring bitter protests from them (including such a close friend of Roosevelt as Governor Lehman of New York), the C. W. A. is
closed down, and millions of unemployed are
thrown back upon the bankrupt local governments. Why this "new course" toward the unemployed? The answer is given in the cynical
words published on the front page of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer (Sunday, April 1st):
"Those not so pleased with the new relief
standards think the administration, ftndInC
perhaps that ita &'r&Dta of power to the labor
anions were greater than the administration
would now Uke to have them, may have
thought of an abrupt endInc of C. W. A. and
a Iowerinc of direct relief expenditures as an
effective way of gluttilll' the labor market and
taking some of the spirit out of the unions."
What are the main strategic tasks of the

Communist Party, that flow from this analysis
of the situation?
First, to help the masses of workers, who are
coming to realize th8lt they must halt thelr
mutually destructive competition and begin
to act unitedly against a hostile ruling system,
to find the road to independent class organization and class struggle in the flght for thelr
daily bread.
Second, to organize every possible form of
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resistance and counter-struggle against the attacks of reaction, against every reduction of
living standards, for wage increases, for more,
relief, for jobs, for unemployment insurance,
against cultural reaction, against Negro oppression, for civil rights, for the right to organize
and strike.
Third, to find the broadest possible forms of
organization of the struggle, to apply with Bolshevist flexibility, the tactic of the united front
from below.
Fourth, to expose the true role of every hidden
agent of capitalist reaction in the ranks of the
working class-the leaders of the A. F. of L., of
the Socialist Party, the Muste group, the renegades, by concrete analysis of their actions
and policies.
Fifth, to raise the political consciousness of
the struggling workers, to bring to them an understanding of the class structure of SOCiety,
of the fact that two main classes are flghting
for control, t~at Roosevelt, leading the present
ruling class, finance capital, stands for degradation, hunger, misery, oppression, fascism, war
-that only the working class exercising state
Power, can open up a new era of peace, progress, and prosperity for the entire human race.
Sixth, to imbue the broadest masses with the
fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism, to arm
them with the lessons of successful revolution,
against the trea.cherous slogans and ideas of
social-fascism.
Seventh; to create strongholds of revolutionary mass organizations in the most important
industries, localities, and factories.
Eighth, to consolidate everythin that is
most active, intelligent, fearless and loyal in the
working clas,;; into a compact, monolithic leadership of the mass struggle, into the Commu32

nist Party, organically united with the revolutionary workers and oppressed peoples of the
world in our Communist International.
RESULTS OF THE FIRST WAVE OF STRUGGLE AND
ORGANIZATION UNDER THE NEW DEAL

The year 1933 and beginning of 1934, with its
wave of strikes and organizations, left its mark
upon the working class. All forms of labor
organizations increased. We can divide these
into four main groups: 1) company unions,
embracing workers estimated variously from
one to three million; 2) A. F. of L. (and
allied organizations such as Railroad Brotherhoods) 500,000 new members with a ttal membership of two and a half to three million;
3) independent unions--150,Ooo new members,
with a total membership around 250,000; 4)
Trade Union Unity Lengue, and allied organizations,-100,OOO new members; total membership 125,000.
The first com:lusion that must be drawn
from these figures is the tremend.Jusly increased importance of the struggle against company unionism. The company union is the
first line of defense in the factories for the
capitalists against the rising strike wave. The
line of struggle against company unionism requires simultaneous development of revolutionary work inside the company union, utilizing
every opportunity for raising the demands of
the workers, fighting for these demands, and
putting forward militant candidates for all
elective posts, thus disrupting the employercontrolled organizations from within. It has
been proved possible, at times, to transform
them into real trade unions, but only by open
struggle. At the same time we must mobilize
all independent trade union forces for the open
smashing of the company unions.
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The second conclusion is the greatly in<:reased importance of revolutionary work inside the American Federation of Laoor. The
largest section of newly organized workers in
trade unions is in the A. F. of L. The bulk of
these, in turn, are in some of the most important industries,--such as mining, textile,
with important groups also in auto, steel and
metal. Precisely these new strata in the A. F.
of L. are the least consolidated under the reactionary leadership, the most active in pressing
forward their demands, and therefore the most
ripe for revolutionary leadership. In connection with the struggle against compan~ unionism, a struggle for the rights of the A. F. of L.
workers to fight for their immedaite demands,
large numbers of them can be immediately
brought under revolutionary leadership by correct WOrk. These new recruits to the A. F. of
L. are not contentedly witnessing the A. F. of
L. leaders signing a way their rights as was
done in the steel and auto codes; they are not
cont~nt when they see their unions smashed
through the mediation of the National Labor
Board (Weirton, Budd, Edgewater, etc.). They
are in open revolt when, as in the auto settlement last week, their leaders commit them to
the legalization of the company union and the
outlawing of their strike movement. Now, more
than ever before, correct and energetic work
among the members of the A. F. of L., giving
them independent leadership through the crystallization of revolutionary opposition groups,
bringing them into action against their leaders
and in open strikes and other forms of struggle
for their immediate demands, is a first line task
of the Communist Party.
How supremely important is this work, is
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shown by the serious results flowing from every
smallest effort that is made. The broadest
circle of this work is the movement for the
Workers' Unemployment Insurance Bill (H. R.
7598) . This bill has secured the direct support
of over 2,000 A. F. of L. local unions, many city
central bodies and even a few State Federations
of Labor. In 23 cities, we have functioning
general leading committees for work in the A.
F. of L. The revolutionary elements, directly
under our guidance, are established leaders of
around 150 local unions, with 50,000 to 60,000
members. Minority opposition groups function
in about 500 more local unions. This considerable beginning is of significance because
it emphasizes the enormous possibilities that
exist when we get a full mobilization of all
available forces in this field. These results,
which change the course of development for
hundreds of thousands more, come from only
the first steps with ve.·y fragmentary mobilization, and in the face of still existing underestimation of and even opposition against systematic development of this work.
The independent unions have emerged as a
major factor in more than a few light industries only during the past year. In the
main, they are the result of the mass revolt
against the A. F. of L. betrayals, which could
J:lot yet be brought into the revolutionary
unions for various reasons, chief among them
being the weaknesses in the work of the T. U.
U. L. Systematic building of revolutionary
groups inside them, with careful formulation of
policies and leadership of their struggles, is an
essential feature of our trade union strategy. In
the independent unions we must have the most
careful distinction between the honest but confused leadership which has been thrown up
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from the rank and file, on the one hand; and
the conscious opportunist, reformist, socialfascist elements in the leadership on the other
hand, who head the independent movements
only in order to bring them back under the
domination of the A. F. of L. leadership. In
this latter group, an important role is played by
the Musteites, Lovestonites, and Trotskyites.
The sharpest political struggle must be made
against the "left" reformists and the renegades,
while every effort must be made to win over to
our class struggle policies the honest elements
in the independent trade union leadership.
The revolutionary unions of the T. U. U. L.
with their 125,000 members, while numerically
smallest of these main groups of the trade
union movement, are by no means least important. The T. U. U. L. unions in developing
the whole mass movement of resistance to the
N. R. A. and the whole capitalist offensive, in
the development of the strike movements, have
played a decisive role. This is brought out by
an examination of the statistics of the strike
movement in 1933, as shown in the following
table:
Ledin
New
Membership
Strikes Members
2,500,000
A. F. 01 L.
450,000
500,000
Indep. Unions 250,000
250,000
150,000
200,000
125,000
T. U. U. L.
100.000
100,000
Unorganized
2,8'75,000

1,000,000

'750,000

From these figures we see that the T. U. U. L.,
although not quite 5 per cent of the total trade
union membership, directly led 20 per cent of
all strikes and gained 20 per cent of all new
members. The independent unions, a little
under 10 per cent of the total membership, led
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25 per cent ot the strikes. The A. F. of L.
unions, comprising over 85 per cent ot the
membership, led 45 per cent ot the strikes. This
illustrates the role of the leadership of these
three groups in relation to the strike movement. The A. F. of L. leadership Is the center
of resistance to strikes, and center ot strikebreaking activities within the ranks ot the
workers. The T. U. U. L. unions were the
driving torce in the leadership and development ot the strikes agaInst all the strikebreakers. The independent unions represented
those masses breakng away from the A. F. of
L. leadership, but still carrying with them part
of the old burden of unclear and even openly
reformist leadership which continued trying to
carry through the A. F. ot L. policies within
the unions.
The growing importance ot the independent
and T. U. U. L. unions is emphasized by the
fact that they comprised fully one-third ot all
the increased trade union membership that resulted from the strike movement, and that
together they led 45 per cent ot the strikes,
an equal number with the A. F. of L. In addition to this, it is. clear that the 450,000 strikers
under A. F. of L. leadership were not led into
struggle by that leadership but in spite ot and
against it. Our opposition work in the A. F.
of L. played in this a significant part in some
industries. It would have been impossible for
a strike movement of such volume to rise from
the A. F. ot L. ranks without the influence of
the strike movement of equal volume outside
the A. F. of L. developed and led by the T. U.
U. L. and independent unions.
Our Dratt Resolution places before the Convention, as a central point in our present trade
union strategy, the task of unifying the inde-
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pendent unions with the revolutionary unions,
beginning separately in each industry, and,
upon the basis of successful work there, m:oving
towards the consolidation of aU class trade
union forces into a single Independent Federa.tion of Labor.
We must avoid, if possible, the crystallization
of a third trade union center, intermediate
between the A. F. of L. and the T. U. U. L.
We must be preparf'd to go a long way to secure
organizational unity of all genuin~ class trade
union forces. The possibility of success in this
direction is already indicated in the partially
successful merger of the T. U. U. L. and the
independent Shoe Workers' Unions.
This
experience gives a clear indication of our general line in practice.
Of great importance to us in this period was
the rise of mass revolutionary unions on the
Pacific Coast area, among agricultural and
cannery workers, fishermen and lumber workers.
These organizations and the historic
struggles conducted by them have definitely
established the fact that our movement has
fully taken over and absorbed the specifically
American revolutionary traditions and forces in
that territory, which before the rise of the
Communist Party was orgaruzed in and around
the I. W. W.
The rise of the revolutionary Agricultural
Workers' Unions, especially in the California
area, has a further special significance for our
Party. This is the first beginning of mass
organization among a category of workers
which, in spite of the scattered and decentralized character of its labor in most areas,
constitutes numerically the largest single category of the working class. Agricultural workers
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in the United States comprise two and a half
to three million workers. Large numbers of
them are favorably situated for organization,
espe«ially in the sections of the industry organized on the lines for mass production for
the city markets, fruit, vegetable and dairy
farming. Large numbers of these workers are
massed around the industrial centers, in the
East and Middle West also, within easy reach of
the organized labor movement in the cities.
Serious trade union organization of these workers provides a most important extension of
the working class base of the revolutionary
movement. At the same time, they furnish the
necessary class base for revolutionary organization among the poor and middle farmers,
who are more and more revolting against the
capitalist attacks. It is the organized agricultural workers which in the first place will provide a firm basis for working class hegemony
in the alliance between the working class as a
whole with the movement of the revolting
farmers. The necessity of the general leadership of the working class over the movements of
all other sections of the exploited population if
all of their forces are to be unified for the
common struggle against capitalism, should
mak~ it clear to every district of the Party that
their work in reaching and organizing the
agricultural workers acquires an extra-ordinary
importance at the present time.
STRUGGLES OF THE FARMERS AND MOVEMENTS
OF MIXED CLASS CHARACTER

The movement for organization of rising
strike struggles among the employed workers,
together with the growing organization and
struggles of the unemployed, have served as a.
powerful stimulus to the activities of other sec-
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tIons of the exploited population, and attract
these other groups around the working class as
the leadet and organizing center. We have
seen the serious beginnings of this process in
relation to -the farmers' movement. 'I1lls movement is beginning to take on a different character from that seen in previous farmers' movements. The new characteristics have been
brought forward most clearly in those struggles
and organizations of the farmers which have
found their organizing center In the Farmers'
Committee of Action, and the tv:o national
Farm Conferences held by it In 1932 in WashIngton, and In 1933 In ChIcago, and especially
Its left wing, the United Farmers League. What
is new in this farmers' movement is first, the
political clarity with which it has attacked the
traditIonal nostrums with which the farmers
have been fooled so many times in the past
(Currency Reform, etc.>, and its resolute combatting of the anti-farmer policies of the
Roosevelt "new deal" (crop reduction, etc.>. It
is distinguished by its ability to rise above sectional and race divisions, by its proclamation
of the unity of Negro and white farmer, by its
formulation of a national outlook and program, as against the narrow, regional, provincial approach. It has struck at the heart of
the farmers' problems in its demand for the
cancellation of mortgages, debts and back
taxes, raising sharply the most vital issues
which determine class alignments. Above all,
it has been able not only to proclaim the
abstract principle of the worker-farmer alliance,
but actually to begin to realize it In daily life
and struggles.
A mass movement of a mixed class nature
hat has begun to take on a revolutionary trend
the U. S. In the past period, is that of the
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war veterans.

he veterans' movement com-

priseS workers, farmers and a larger proportion
of middle class elements. It is unified not by
its class composition but by its common demands for payment of the adjusted compenSation certificates (bOnus), for disabiilty allow.,
ances and hospitalization, all of which have
been under heavy attack by the Roosevelt
administration The tremendous revolutionary
potentiallties in this movement were startlingly revealed by the great Bonus March in
1932, which was a tremendous outburst of mass
indignation against the Hoover regime. That
these forces are again gathering, that they are
exerting tremendous pressure, that they are
threatening to burst forth again into mass
action, was dramatically shown by the panicky
action of Congress in over-riding Roosevelt's
veto of the Congressional replacement of a
small portion of what the Roosevelt regime had
stolen from the veterans. An indispensible
role has been played in this veterans' movement by the stU! small, but very active Workers'
Ex-Servicemen's League. If this organization
would receive more coopera ion and assistance,
more systematic help in recruiting all the
potential forces of veterans, who are as yet
inactive in this work, the results in bringing
into active expression the mass forces of the
veterans' revolt would mature much faste~The
veterans' movement is a most valuable ally to
the revolutionary working class movement. It
stands as one of the important tasks of the
entire Party in mobilizing the auxiliary forces
for the working class movement in the United
States.
Another aux1l1ary movement of growing importance that has appeared as a serious factor
only in the last two years, is the revolutionary
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movement among the students. In the student
movement we are also dealing with a mixed
class composition. The movement began principally in the higher institutions of learning
with predominantly middle class composition.
It has rapidly spread to the secondary schools
and involved a large number of proletarian
students in its activities. Led and organized
by the National Student League, this movement has established a base in hundreds of
high schools, colleges and universities; it has
become national in scope; it has exerted a
great and growing influence upon all intellectual circles. From the beginning it has been
clearly revolutionary in its program and activities. One of its strongest points has been its
clear recognition that the leading role belongs
to the workers and not to the students in the
general revolutionary movement. Especially the
students' movement has made a valuable contribution in extending the organized mass
movement against war and fascism among the
masses of youth.. The students' movement, in
fact, is a pioneer in the development of the
general anti-war movement through its Students' Anti-War Congress in Chicago in December, 1932, which first united, on a national
scale, anti-war forces of various political and
class origins. Its participation in the youth
section of the American League Against War
and Fascism has constituted one of the most
active and valuable phases of that organization's work. By organized participation in
helping strike actions, defense movements, the
Scottsboro case, etc., the students have been
brought close to and participation in the general class struggles and taught them the practical meaning of working class leadership. The
weakness of this movement still remains that
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leading cadres are still largely "drawn from
t e middle class elements of the colleges and
universities, that it does not yet sufficiently
base itself upon the larger bodies of proletarian
students in the secondary schools, nor sufficiently draw them into active leadership of
the movemenQ
The broadest movement of mixed-class composition has been the American League Against
War and Fascism, formed at the great u. S.
Congress Against War, held in New York last
October. The Congress itself, while predominantly working class in composition, embraced
the widest variety of organizations that have
ever been united upon a single platform in
this country. It gathered the most significant
strata of the intellectuals. The breadth of the
movement was not secured by sacrificing clarity
of program. On the contrary, while its program is distinctly not that of the Communist
Party, t is so clear and definite in facing the
basic issues, that to carry it out in practice
entails clearly revolutionary consequence It is
a real united front program of immediate
struggle against war and fascism. That is the
reason for the frantic efforts to break up and
scatter the American League Against War and
Fascism that have been and are being made by
the Socialist Party leaders, Musteites, and the
renegades from Communism. The unbridled
ferocity of the attacks made against the League
by these elements, and by their comrades-inarms of the National Civic Federation, Ralph
Easley. Matthew Woll & Co., should be an indication to us of the revolutionary value of
this broad united front organization. In
serious self-criticism, we must say that although
our movement responded excellently (in most
places) to the call to the National Congress, it
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. did not follow up this congress everywhere with
serious local organizational work to consolidate
the potential movement th~t had been brought
together. Only in a few places. has this work
been seriously begun. In every locality the
non-Party and mixed-class character of the
movement must be carr1ed forward, but not at
the expense of dropping the working class and
Communist participation as has too often been
the casc. The American League in its program
proclaims that the working class is the basic
force for the struggle against war; from the
beginning it has never tried to avoid the issue
of -Communist Party participation in this broad
united front. It is our task to see that the
American League. organizationally, gets that
working class foundation and active participation of the Communists for which its program
provides.
THE STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO RIGHTS

One of the chief tasks of the Communist
Party, which has come sharply to the front of
our practical work, is the liberation of the
Negro people from the special oppression
under which. they suffer. In organizing and
leading the struggle for Negro rights, the Communist Party 15: carryIng out the slogan first
enunciated by" Karl Marx when he was organizing international support by the European workers to the emancipation of the Negro
chattel slaves in America. Marx said: "Labor
in a white skin cannot be free while labor in
a black skin is branded." The cause of the
emancipation of the Negroes from their special oppression is inextricably bound up with
the cause of the emancipation of the working
class from the oppression of capitalism. Because our Party. as a whole, has not yet firmly
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mastered the theoretical basis for our Negro
program, it is ne~essary again at this convention to continue to' discuss it.
From its incept1on, the Communist Party of
the United states placed the demands for Negro
rights in its program. In the first period of·
our work, up to 1929, we cannot claim any important results.
This
was because the
Party, in spite of its correct general orienta.tion, did not have a clear Bolshevik understanding of the Negro question as the problem
of liberation of an oppressed nation. The Party
had not yet entirely emancipated itself from
the limitation of the bourgeois-liberal approach
to Negro rights, nor from the social-democratic
denial of the Negro question with its formUla
tlhat the Negro can find their emancipation
only with the establishment of Socialism, and
as a part of the working class. The Party,
however, was continually struggling with this
question and constantly raising it again for
discussion. As a result of this, the problem
was brought to the consideration of our World
Party at the Sixth Congress of the Communist
International. The resolution there worked out,
subsequently elaborated by a special resolution
in October, 1930, finally arme<1..our Party politically for a decisive step forward in rousing
and organizing the liberation rn:ovement of the
Negroes, in uniting Negro and white workers in
a firm and unbreakable solidarity.
The characteristics of the position of the
Negroes in America as an oppressed nation is
expressed in: 1) the fact that the basic Negro
population, engaged in cultivating the land, is
systematically excluded from independent possession of the land which it cultivates; 2) that
it is thereby reduced to a position of semtserfdom in the form of specially exploited
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tenants and sharecroppers; 3) that this special
exploitation is enforced by a system of legal
and illegal discrimination, segregation, denial of
political rights, personal subjection to individual exploiters, and all forms of violent oppression culminating in the most brutal and
barbarous system of murder, that it has become
notorious all over the world as lynch-law. It
is difficult to find anywhere in the world such
examples of barbarous tortures as are used in
America to enforce the special oppression of
the Negro people.
The historical origin .and development of the
Negro population of America as chattel slaves
imported from Africa, together with their ready
identification due to their special racial characteristics, have facilitated the efforts of the
white ruling class in the creation of the institutions and customs of special national oppression that were set up following the smashing of the system of chattel slavery in the
Civil War. These things give the Negro question its character as that of an oppressed nation. The Negroes have never yet been emancipated. The form of their oppression was
only changed from that of chattel slavery,
which constituted an obstacle to the further
development of capitalism, to the more "modem" forms of so-called free labor (which means
that the employer is freed from all obligation
when he has paid the hourly or daily starvation
wage), and half-feudal forms of share-cropping,
etc., whereby an imperialist nation oppresses
and exploits a weak nation. The position of
the masses of the Negroes, as farmers denied
the possession of the land, is the foundation
for the special oppression of the Negro people
as a whole. All phases of struggle for Negro
rights must take as their foundation and
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starting place, therefore, the struggle for pos~ssion of the land by the landless
Negro
farmerSlThis can only be achieved by breaking
throughthe rule of the white landlord ruling
class, the carrying through of the agrarian revolution, such as was carried through in Europe in the first half of the nineteenth century when the foundations were laid by modern
capitalism. [The agrarian revolution, that is,
the distribution of land among those who work
the land, is historically part of the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. But this revolution· was
never carried t9-rough entirely in any country,
and hardly at all in the weak nations; the precapitalist social and economic forms of oppres.sion and exploita,tion of the weak nations has
been carried over to modern times and ineorporated into the systems of finance capital and
modern imperialism.
The struggle for the completion of the bourgeois-democratic revolution for the Negroes, as
for other oppressed nations thus becomes today
objectively a revolutionary struggle to overthrow imperialism. As such it is an ally of the
revolutionary proletariat against the common
enemy-finance capital. Such agrarian revolution can be realized only through winning
national self-determination for the Negroes in
that territory in which they constitute the
majority of the population and the basic productive force upon the land, or as a by-product
of a victorious proletarian revolution in the
country as a. whole. The basic slogan of Negro
liberation is therefore the slogan of selfdetermination; the basic demand of the Negroes is the demand for the land. Throughout the UT';ted States the struggle for Negro
liberation is expressed in the struggle for complete equality, for the abolition of all segrega-
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tion laws and practices (Jim ·Crowism), the
struggle against the ideas, propagated by the
white ruling class, of Negro inferiority (a form
of national chauvinism which w; call wbite
chauvinism), which is used to justify the oppression of the Negroes and to keep the Negro
and white tollers divided.
These basic political considerations have been,
by experience, proved to be absolutely necessary
weapons to make effectual even the smallest
struggle for Negro rights. Let us consider, for
example, the world famous Scottsboro case,
which has represented one of the major political
a~hievements of the Communist Party in the
last period. How impossible it would have been
to rouse the Negro masses in .the United States
in 'milllons to the support of the Scottsboro
boys; how impossible to have joined with them
millions of white tollers and middle classes;
how impossible to have stirred the entire world,
as was done--if the Scottsboro case had been
taken up from the liberal-humanitarian point
of view, or if it had been approached from the
narrow social-democratic viewpoint!
The
SCottsboro case stirred America to its depths,
not merely because nine friendless Negro boys
were threatened with an unjust death, but because their cause was brought forward clearly as
a symbol of the national oppression of twelve
milllon Negroes in AmerL~, because the fight
for their freedom was made the symbol for the
fight of the Negro farmers for their land, of
the fight for the self-determination in the Black
Belt, of the fight against lynchings, against JimCrowism, against the smallest discriminations,
for unconditional social and political equality
for the Negroes.
Only the BolshevIk understanding of the Negro question makes possible such an effective
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fight for the smallest advance for the Negroes
to realize their smallest demands; that is why
historically it was left for the Communist Party
to be the first to raise effectively, on a national
scale, the slogan of Negro liberation, since the
alm05t-forgotten days of the Abolitionists.
-The Communists unconditionally reject the
so~ial-democratic approach of the Second International to the Negro question and to the
national question generally, which under the
guise of a strictly "working class" evaluation
of the Negro question, in actuality carries
through the capitalist class program of national
oppression. That does not mean, however, that
the Communist Party ignores the class divisions
among the Negroes, or that it is indifferent to
what class influences and leads the Negro
masses.
The Communist Party points out that the
Negroes also are diVided into classes; that in
addition to the class of Negro farmers, there
is a considerable and gro\\i.ng proletariat, a
Negro middle class and a Negro bourgeoisie.
The Negro bourgeoisie, also subjected to the
spe~ial oppression of the Negro people as a
whole, has been corrupted into accepting this
position of inferiority, and even capitalizing
upon this inferior position for its own class
gain. This Negro bourgeoisie has become the
thorough-going agent of the white ruling class.
It maintains a pitiful "superiority" to the Negro masses by means of the condescending support offered to it by the white ruling class.
It capitalizes a share of the double rents extracted from the Negro masses by the white
landlords through the system of Jlm-Crow segregation; it earns these concessions from the
white ruling class by energetl~ally exhorting
the Negro masses to be patient and long-suf49

fering, to realize their own inferiority, to understand the position of white capitalists and landlords as their rulers as an inescapable visitation
infiicted upon them by an all-wise God.
As the Negro masses begin to revolt against
this position of inferiority, the Negro bourgeoisie begins to develop special means of heading off and controlling this revolt. They speculate upon the distrust and suspicions created
among the Negro masses against white workers
generally through generations of oppression.
They appeal to the Negroes to make a virtue
out of their segregation, to voluntarily isolate
themselves, not to trust any white man, to rely
upon themselves alone; they bring forth all
sorts of utopian schemes, such as the BACKTO-AFRICA movement, the SUPPORT-NEGRO-BUSINESS movement, the so-called Pacific (pro-Japanese movement), and so forth, to
create the illusions of some possible way out
of their misery without dire-::t confiict with the
white ruling class. All of these ideas, tendencies, and moods are what 'I\""e identify collectively
as bourgeois-nationalism, or national-reformism. Such a nationalism contributes nothing
to the national liberation of the Negro people;
on the contrary, it is an in"trument of the
white ruling class, just as is white chauvinism.
to keep the white and Negro masses separated
and antagonistic to one another, and thereby
to keep both enslaved.
We have had a thousand practical examples
ot how this Negro bourgeois-nationalism works
out in practice. We saw it in the Scottsboro
case, when all the bourgeois Negro leaders held
up their hands in horror because white and
Negro Communists joined hands together to
rouse the masses to save the Scottsboro boys.
They declared that the Scottsboro boys were in
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danger, not from the white ruling class whose
hearts could not be touched by quiet humanitarian pleading, but that they were in danger
rather from the prejudices raised against them
by the fact that masses were demanding their
release as a part of the demand for national
liberation.
It was clearly revealed that the
bourgeois proposal that the Negroes "stand on
their own feet" was not merely a proposal to
keep them separate from the white workers,
but to throw themselves on the mercy of the
white ruling class.
From all these facts fiows the Communist
position on the Negro question. The Communists fight everywhere against white chauvinism,
against all ideas of Negro inferiority, against
all practi:~al discrimination against the Negroes;
the Communists fight especially against white
chauvinist ideas in the ranks of the workers,
and above all against any white chauvinist influence penetrating the ranks of the Communist Party. The Communists declare that the
white workers must stand in the forefront of
the struggle for Negro rights and against white
chauvinism. At the same time, the Communists
fight against Negro bourgeois-nationalism which
is only the other side of white chauvinism. In
this fight against Negro nationalism, it is especially the Negro Communists who have to be
the most active and alert. The danger of Negro nationalism is at the moment especially
sharp, precisely because of the fact that the
su-::cesses of the Communist leadership in the
fight for the Scottsboro boys has aroused the
Negro bourgeoisie under the proddings of their
white masters to a most active and bitter
counter-ofi'ensive against us.
The main organizational channeis of the
struggle for Negro rights are, first of all, the
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trade unions and unemployment councils. Here
we draw in the Negro working class forces, we
secure the only reliable leading forces to organize the struggle of the Negro masses as a
whole. Further basic forms of organization of
the Negroes are the unions of sharecroppers
and tenant farmers. It is one of our most proUd
achievements that we have been able through
our political in1luence to bring into existence
the ,Share Croppers' Union'ip the South, which
is already approaching 6,000 members.
A more broad and all-inclusive organizational
form for the Negro liberation struggles is the
League of Struggle for Negro Rights. This
should embrace in its activities all of the basic
economic organizations of Negro and white
workers standing on the program of Negro liberation, and further unite with them all other
sections of the Negro population drawn towards
this struggle, especially those large sections of
the petty-bourgeoisie, intellectuals, professionals,
who can and must be won to the national liberation cause. The L. S. N. R. must, in the
first place, be an active federation of existing
mass organizations; and secondly, it must
directly organize its own membership branches
composed of its most active forces and all supporters otherwise unorganized.
The present
beginnings of the L. S. N. R. and its paper,
THE LmERATOR, which with only a little
attention have already shown mass vitality,
must be energetically taken up, and spread
throughout the country.
THE PARTY MUST WIN THE YOUTH
A few words are necessary here about the
special problems of the youth, although this
will be the subject of a special report and discussion.
The winning of the working class
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youth is the problem not of our youth organizations alone, but the problem of the entire Party.
In the past this has not only been forgotten,
but there has even been allowed to develop a
sort of organizational rivalry between the youth
and adult organizations, a. rivalry not in the
nature of socialist competition, but of the adult
organizations trying to grab away as quickly
as possible from the youth organizations every
rising young leader who shows special organizational or political capacity. The idea has
been that as soon as the youth movement produces a leader who is "good enough for Party
work" that this means he is wasting his time
if he remains any longer in what is looked
upon as a sort of probationary kindergarten.
This frivolous attitude toward youth work must
Be eliminated from our movement. certainly,
our enemies are more serious about winning
the youth, and especially the rising fascist
groups. Who shall blame the unprepared, politically unarmed, and desperate masses of young
workers who fall victim to the demagogy of
fascism, if we drift along without any serious,
large:'scale efforts to reach these youth, to organize them, to politl:::ally educate them, to
fight for their daily needs, to raise their class
consciousness, and to give them a recognized
place in the whole revolutionary movement?
Every Party unit, and every Party committee,
must take as a part of its daily concrete tasks,
the work among the youth, the establishment
of their organizations, the solution of their political problems, and material help to their movement. The Young Communist League, instead
of being less than a fourth the size of the
Party, must be expanded in the next period
to become larger than the Party; that m~ans,
that the youth must find a serious place in the
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trade unions and other mass organizations; that
it must be helped to politically enrich the life
of its organizations, to concretize its struggles
for the young workers' needs, to broaden out
the scope of its actiVities, to include everything
that interests, attracts and holds the masses
of young workers, also including their social,
sport and cultural needs.
Special attention is also necessary to the
tasks of winning and organizing women industrial workers and housewives in the revolutionary movement. The capitalist class has drawn
women into industry on a much larger scale
than we have drawn them into revolutionary activities and organizations. We will continue to
lag behind the capitalists in this respect only
at the price of :lontinued weakness in the revolutionary movement. This question becomes all
the more pressing because we are faced with
a perspective of imperialist war in the near
future. Under vrar conditions, everybody knows
vast additional masses of women will be drawn
tnto industry and especially into munitions
manufacturing. Furthermore, large scale mobilization of men workers into the armies will
create gaps in our ranks which can only be
filled by the bold promotion of women workers.
That means we should long ago have been
seriously and systematically preparing the women forces, and boldly promoting them to leading responsible posts. The mobilization of masses
of women workers requires special attention to
their partl::ular needs, formulation of special
demands, the creation of special opportunities
to consider their problems in connection with
the problems of the whole working class, through
conferences, etc. Especially, it requires more
systematic recruitment of women into the trade
unions, and above all, into the Communist Party.
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PROBLEMS OF THE STRUGGLE FOR THE
UNITED FRONT

The increasingly sharp attacks against the
workers raise more insistently than ever the
necessity of establishment of the working class
fighting front to resist these attacks and to
win the demands of the workers. The working class in the United states is still largely
unorganized. That part which is organized is
largely under the inlluence of the A. F. of L.
bureaucracy, which keeps it split up in innumerable ways by craft divisions, by discriminations against the Negroes and foreign-born,
by divisions between the skilled and unskilled,
etc. That smaller section which has begun to
question the capitalist system is further divided
between the leadership of the Socialist Party
and the Communist Party, while a considerable
section stands aside, still bewildered by these
jivisions and the problems it does not yet understand, and further confused by the shouts of
those small but active groups, the renegades
from Communism, the Musteites, etc.
What is the road to working class unity in
the midst of all this disorganization and confusion? The A. F. of L. and Socialist leaders
shout that the Communists are splitters and
disrupters.
This charge is repeated by the
renegades and the Musteites. The capitalist
press is especially active in spreading this explanation of the divisions among the workers.
According to them, if the Communist Party
could only SUddenly be abolished, the working
class would find itself mlra-::ulously united and
happily on the road to the solution of its
problems.
These gentlemen will excuse us if we cannot
accept their version of the preblem of work-
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ing class unity. We cannot achIeve the united
front of the auto workers under the leadershIp
of William Green and the A. F. of L., for example, in the fight against the recent sell-out
and legalization of company unions, because it
was precisely William Green who signed his
name to that sell-out, and who is using all his
e1Iorts to prevent the workers' struggle against
it. We cannot get the united front of the
steel workers to fight against the monstrous
steel code under the leadershIp of Willlam Green
and the other A. F. of L. bureaucrats, be~use
Green Is one of the sponsors of this code. We
can't build the united front under the A. F.
of L. and S. P. leaders In the fight for unemployment insurance, the Workers Bill . (H. R .
. 7598), and give their support to the Wagner
Bill, which is a refusal of unemployment insurance. We can't have the united front led
by these gentlemen and the Negro reformists
for Negro rights, because It Is precisely they
who deny the rights to the Negroes in the trade
unions, who' declare the Negroes themselves provoke lynching by the demands for equal rights.
A united front with Norman Thomas and S. P.
leaders, to develop strike struggles of the workers would be immediately wrecked by the statement of Norman Thomas "Now Is not the time
to strike." No, it Is clear, unity behind these
gentlemen means a united surrender to the
capitalist attacks.
That Is not the kind of
unity the workers need. We need a united
fighting front of the workers against the ::apitaUsts and all their agents. But that means
that unity must be built up, not with these leaders, but against them. That means not a united
front from the top, but a united front built up
by the workers from below in the organization
and struggle for their immediate needs.
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The Communists set no conditions to the
united front except that the unity shall be
one of struggle for the particular demands
agreed upon. But on this condition we must
be sternly insistent. SOmetimes we find people
who w'ant to make a united front with us in
words, but who seriously hesitate to carry it
out in action. When we insist upon action,
they tell us we have bad manners, that we are
disrupters; that we are breaking up the united
front. For example, only last August, here in
the city of Cleveland, we participated in a conference together with delegates from hundreds
of workers' organizations, including Muste and
his associated leading group. We worked out
a program of struggle against the N. R. A. for
unemployment insurance and relief, and the
unification cf the unemployed mass organizations. From that conference we went out to
fight, to carry out the program adopted. Mr.
Muste and his associates left the conference
only to forget all about the decisions taken
there, to which they had signed their names.
They never turned a hand to realize the decisions they had agreed to. They had pledged
themselves to support the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill, but they have maintain~d
ever since the silence of death on this question. Instead, they support the Wagner Bill
along with the Socialist and A. F. of L. leaders. They pledged themselves to help merge
the unemployed mass organzations: iristead,
they have done everything possible to prevent
any unification from below, and have themselves refused to even answer any letters on
the question so far as the top leadership is
<concerned. They pledge an uncompromising
fight against the N. R. A.; but instead of this,
they ::arry on an agitation copied from the
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Socialist Party, asking the workers to use the
"good sides" of the N. R. A. to achieve the
"benefits" that it grants them. United front
with such leaders on such terms is no united
front at all. The Communist Party will continue in the future, as it has in the past, to
denounce all such "unity" in words which is
violated in deeds.
In spite of all of these enemies of the real
united front, the Communist Party moves
steadily forward in building a broad united
front movement. Let us examine just a few
of these successful united front efforts. First
of all, the movement for unemployment insurance: It was the Communist Party that popularized the issue of unemployment insurance,
formulated the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill; it took the lead in bringing into
existen-:e the broad mass unemployment council movement, which popularized the bill; it
helped to initiate the A. F. L. Rank and File
Committee for Unemployment Insurance, which
has held two national conferences in support
of the W'orkers' Bill and has secured the endorsement of 2,000 unions, over a dozen central bodies, and several state federations; it
was the work of the Communist Party which
resulted in the endorsement of the Bill by
dozens of city governments, including that of
the city of Minneapolis which, joined with the
pressure of the whole mass movement, caused
Ernest Lundeen, Farmer Labor congressman,
to introduce the Bill in Congress although his
Party refuses to support the Bill. It was the
Communist Party which took the political lead
and did most of the practical work which gave
organized expression to the support of this Bill
by a million to a million-and-a-half organized
workers. Truly, this is a united front in strug58

gle for unemployment insurance. The A. F. L.
leaders, Socialist Party, the Muste group, the
Lovestoneites, the Trotskyites, one and all, they
sneered at the Workers' Unemployment Insurance Bill, they sabotaged the fight for it or
openly opposed it; they threw their support to
the Wagner Bill which is the Roosevelt government's attempt' to head 011 unemployment
insurance; they did everything possible to prevent the unity of the workers in support of
the only unemployment insurance bill that is
before the country. But we Communists have
built up the united front of the workers over
the heads of these leaders, and against all 01'
their disruptive efforts. In this united front
we have lined up all the awakened. honest and
intelligent elements in the labor movement and
the sympathizing middle classes. We have
welcomed them, one and all, into the united
front. We have made possible and easy their
participation in it; we have been the main
force that brought this united front into existence and we have jealously guarded its unity.
Another illuminating experience was our relations with the Socialist Party leaders in the
U. S. Congress Against War, and in the American
League Against War and Fascism that was set
up there. The National Executive Committee of
th\l Socialist Party voted to join this united
front. Eleven of their nominees were added to
the Arrangement Committee; their first act was
to propose to exclude from the Congress the
revolutionary unions of the T. U. U. L., a
prop06al. which was, of course, refused. Tbeir
second act was to demonstratively withdraw
from the CongreSS Committee in an attempt to
disrupt the Congress before it was held. Surely
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the workers will not gain unity through following such leadership.
Some of the "left" socialist leaders remained
with the Congress, and the League for a time,
such as J. B. Matthews and Mary Fox. It is
interesting to re-read today, the words of J. B.
Matthews, spoken only a few months ago. He
said: "This Congress proves beyond any dispute
that the United Front of working class elements, of pacifists, of middle-class war-resisters,
is a possibility . . . This program presented to
you is the basis for continUing this Union-for
strengthening it step by step. We must stand
together. We dare not fall."
But the Socialist Party leaders put heavy
pressure on them and threatened them with
expulsion (and incidentally the loss of their
jobs.). Then these valiant "left" leaders quickly
found an excuse to withdraw and make another
attempt to disrupt the united front against war
and fascism. They abandoned this program to
which they had publicly pledged themselves.
Already their names are signed to a new program issued by S. P. and liberal leaders which
sees the war danger in the movements of the
Red Army in Siberia.
In this latest effort to break up the united
front, the Socialists have found their most
-energetic helpers in Reverend Muste, Mr. Cannon, and Mr. Lovestone, who have attacked us
with a bitterness of Vituperation that is surely
the envy of Ralph Easley and Matthew Woll.
The renegades furnish most of the ideas for the
struggle against Communism. This is especially
true of the counter-revolutionary Trotsky and
his agents. They lead the shouts for smashing
the Communist Party. All this is done in the
name of "unity." Each and" all proclaim that
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they are the unlflers, and that the COmmunists
are the disrupters.
From the beg1nn1ng of this movement, the
COmmunist Party safe-guarded itself against
all the lying accusations of its enemies by
having a large majority of non-COmmunist individuals in every controlling committee of the
movement. The Communists threw all their
forces into support of the U. S. Congress Against
War. We welcomed every person and every organization that came into the movement, and
agreed to support its declared objectives. The
political and organizational platform of the
Amercan League was adopted unanimously at
'l. COngress of 2,616 delegates, from 35 states,
embracing a variety of organizations, ranging
from churches and peace societies, Soc1al1st
Party branches, religious organizations, workers'
cultural clubs, fraternal societies, revolutionary
trade unions, A. F. of L. unions, independent
unions, farmers' organizations, Negro organizations, youth organizations, the Muste groups
(including even the Lovestonites), and 130 delegates from various branches of the Communist
Party. Was there ever a more promising beginning of the establlshment of a united front
movement against war and fascism in the
United States? Since the COngress, a serious
start has been made in spreading this united
front throughout the country and among all
strata of the population who were sincerely mterested in fighting war and fascism. It is true
there was some lagging in this work because we
Communists mistakenly refrained from pressing ourselves forward, hoping that our initiative
would be taken up by the non-Oommu.n1Sts.
That was a weakness and mistake on our part.
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It only encouraged every enemy of unity, every

jackal of a renegade, to rally their forces for
their latest attempt to disrupt the League.
Again we have defeated the disrupters. The
place of the deserting leaders is being taken
by new recruits to this united front, non-Communists, whose influence reaches wider than
that of the deserters. Into the front ronks must
be drawn trade unionists, especially from the A.
F. of L. We are calling upon all Communists and
sympathizing organizations to boldly step forward in comradely co-operation with all other
elements, to build the League in every locality
to circulate its excellent monthly journal,
FIGHT, and to prepare for the great second
U. S. Congress Against War, which is being
called for next October.
We could recite a thousand local examples of
the successful application of the united front
tactic, initiated by the Communist Party. The
Communists are the only orpnized political
group in America that is always, day in and
day out, consistently, earnestly and loyally
striving to build up the united front of the
workers and their allies in the fight for their
immediate political and economic needs.
IMMEDIATE DEMANDS AND REVOLUTION

Our enemies accuse us that we are not really
interested in winning these immediate demands.
They say that we only use them as a means
to an ulterior purpose, which has no relation
to these demands, the revolution. They say we
only use the united front in order to manipulate
our associates as cats' paws to pull our own
revolutionary chestnuts out of the fire.
For example, I have a recent issue of the
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Haverhill (Mass.) Evening Gazette, which contains a vipious editorial attack against the Communists. The occasion is a shoe workers' strike
that has been going on for more than three
weeks. The Haverhill shoe employers want to
defeat the workers' demands by forcing them.
to submit to arbitration.
Some of the leaders, among them the Lovestoneite, I. Zimmerman, wanted to submit to
the bosses' demands. The Communists showed
the workers how defeat has come to all workers
who have submitted their cause to so-called
impartial boards. They called upon the workers
to strike until the bosses grant them their very
reasonable demands. The Communists have
been l:ihe most active and devoted organizers and
leaders of this fight. This enrages the Haverhill Evening Gazette. Let me quote a few paragraphs from its editorial:
"Today Haverhill's shoe industry with Its
scores of factories and thousands of workers
is in grave danger of destruction.
"The mdustry cannot sorvtve UDder the
terms laid down by the strike leadership. To
yield to those terms Is to submit to industrial
death. To compromise with this leadership is
to make a fatal dicker with an evil force.
"This leadership does not care what becomes
of Haverhill. Let Haverhill become an industrial leper. Let the homes of the Haverhill
workers be lost because Haverhill jobs have
been destroyed. Let the hopes of Haverhill
workers be doomed because their means of
livelihOOd have been taken from them. What
does this leadership care? It doesn't care.
"This leadership's motive is political; Its
purpose, revolutionary. Haverhill has been
deliberately selected as the site for a demon-
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stration of Communist Power. The demonstration Is now taklnc place. It Is. part of
the grandiose Communist scheme for an
American revolution."

Then the Gazette draws the conclusion that
the workers must "forget for the moment nego~
tiations to end the strike, forget compromises
on an agreement. forget everything but the
urgent necessity of ridding the Haverhill industry of this evll, dangerous, strike leadership."
This attack is a typical concrete example of
the general charge against the Communists that
we are not really interested in winning immediate demands, but only in an abstract "revolution." Keeping this in mind, let us analyze
this concrete charge a little more closely. What
is the substance of it? It is, that if the bosses
grant the demands of the workers (to recognize
the union and give a small wage increase) that
"the industry cannot survive." The bosses cannot afford to grant the workers what they
demand. The leadership of the workers is "evU"
and "dangerous," beca~e this leadership refuses
to abandon the demands of the workers, refuses
to hand them over to a supposedly impartial
tribunal to decide. The complaint is that this
leadership is fighting, too uncompromisingly, to
achieve now the immediate demands of these
workers. That's why the Haverhill Gazette proposes to drive this leadership out of town and
tries to rouse mob violence against it. They
are interested in preserving the profits of the
bosses at the expense of lower wages to workers.
They don't give a rap about the hypothetical
revolution that they talk about. That's why
they speak very kindly about other leaders and
Mr. I. Zimmerman, who also claims to be a
Communist and for the revolution, but who is
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ready to abandon the workers' demands in
Haverhill at this moment. They will allow
Zimmerman to talk all he wants to about some
future revolution as long as he doesn't fight too
hard for the immediate demands of the Haverhill workers.
This is the reality behind every concrete example of the charge against the Communists
that we sacrifice the immediate interests of the
workers to the future revolution.
Is it true that there is a determining relationship between the fight for immediate demands and the revolutionary goal of the working class? Yes, there is such a determining
relationship. But it is not that put forward
by the Haverhill Gazette and all the other
enemies of the Communist Party. The relationship is quite different. Let us take the
case of a group of leaders headinR a fight for
immediate demands of a particular body of
workers. They unitedly formulate these demands with the participation and approval of
all the workers; they present demands to the
boss; the boss says: "No, it is impOSSible for
me to grant such demands without going out
of business." The workers in other shops and
industries are putting forward their demands.
All the bosses get together and say: "It is impossible to grant such demands without sacrificing profits. Profits are the mainspring of
the capitalist system. To sacrifice profits means
to destroy capitalism. This means to destroy
the jobs of the workers. Therefore, in the interests of the work~rs, we must fight for lower
wages as the only way to preserve capitalism."
Among the workers' leaders there takes place
a division into two groups,~ne group says:
"Of course, we're not trying to overthrow capitalism; we're not trying to put our boss out of
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business; we're not revolutionists; if our demands endanger the boss or the capitalist system, we're ready to compromise them or abandon them altogether, and even submit to
worsening of conditions; we're willing to do
whatever is necessary to save emr boss and the
capitalist system." The other group says: "The
workers' demands are just and necessary; they
must be granted; the productive forces of this
industry and the entire country are sufficient
to provide this and many times more; the capitalist is only anxious to protect his own profits;
he can easily afford to pay; but even if he
can't, then so much the worse for him and his
system. We understand that the workers
sooner or later must do away with capitalism
and establish a Socialist system. If our fight
for higher wages, now, hastens the coming of
Socialism, hastens the coming of the working
class revolution, then so much the better. We
will fight all the harder for higher wages."
This gives an example of the true relation
between immediate demands and revolutionary
aims. The A. F. of L. leaders and the Socialist
Party set as their guiding rule to do everything
to avoid revolution, to save capitalism; that is
why they join Roosevelt in putting across the
New Deal and the N.R.A.; that's why they say
"now is not the time to strike"; that's why it the
workers strike in spite of them, they try to
break the strike and send the workers back
without iainlng their demands, to tie up the
workers' organizations in arbitration courts, etc.
That is also why those who are revolutionists,
those who are preparing the working class to
establish Socialism, to overthrow capitalism,
they are the only ones who can at all times
and in all places be depended upon to fight to
the last ounce of energy for the winning of
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the immediate demands of the workers, without
consideration of what result this has in decreasing the profits of the bosses. We revolutionists
know that in America we have productive capacity sufticient, if properly used, to give every
man, woman and child, a comfortable and happy
life. We're going to organize and fight for the
realization of a constantly improving standard
of living; we're going to resist with all our
power the capitalist efforts to reduce the standard of living, no matter how much Roosevelt
may tell us of the necessities of "economy" and
"sacrifice." The workers have sacrificed t.oo
much already, and we're going to prepare the
working class to stop sacrificing. We help them
to understand that to realize a full and happy
life, they will finally have to take power, overthrow the capitalists, and take possession of
the industries themselves through their own
Workers' Government.
Thus we see that it is only the revolutionists
Who will fight to the end for the immediate
demands of the workers, and for better ~ood,
clothing and shelter for the toilers. Anyone who is against revolution or a·fraid of it,
inevitably comes to the point where he betrays
the workers' interests, surrenders them to the
interest of capitalist profits.
The tactic of the United Front must be applied in all mass activities. In each case a
special form suitable for the occasion must be
found concretely. That means the whole Party
must be trained to alertness against distortions
of the united front and against deviations.
These are of two general types: the right deviation which consists of hiding the face of
the Party, sacrificing the main political line,
emphasizing the formal aspects of the united
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front at the expense of the real struggle. The
"left" deviation, which is opportunism covered
with left phrases, is characterized by contempt
for the patient, systematic, daily work necessary
to win the workers who are under reformist
leadership; by rigid and mechanical approach
to united front problems; by fear to plunge
boldly into the broadest ma.s.s struggles.
In all of our election campaigns, we have
the problem of giving them a united front
character. The coming Congressional elections
must everywhere be made real united front
drive, with the objective of electing a t least a
few Communist Congressmen from a few concentration points.
We must pay a good deal of attention to two
important local united front efforts, namely,
the Cleveland and Dearborn elections last year.
In Cleveland, the comrades correctly set themselves the task of involving the mass movement of small homeowners in the Communist
election campaign. But they made many serious
errors in doing this. They encouraged or tolerated the tendency of the Homeowners' Federation to go into politics on its own hook and
to transform itself into a political Imrty. The
Homeowners' Federation took the initiative in
nominating aldermanic candidates, and only as
an afterthought, were other workingclass organizations drawn in, while the Communist PaTty,
as SUCh, was pushed entirely into the background. Let nobody understand our criticism
of this as trying to protect narrow Party interests as against the interests ot the Homeowners' Federation. No, we are insisting equally
upon the interests of the Homeowners' Federation, when we demand that such an Ol-ganization shall not be transformed into a political
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party. To attempt to make a political party
out of such mass organizations is to seriously
threaten their future work and growth, and turn
them aside from their proper function. At the
same time· this has a liquidating effect upon
the CommunJst party. It .Ioes not consolidate
the unity of the masses of workers, but rather
threatens ~ break up that Ullity.
Similarly in the Dearborn election campaign:
Dearb0rn 1s the city of the Ford Motor factories; it is a company town. There was a mass
revolt against the Ford domination in the city
government. We correctly decided to unite this
revolt around a work~rs' ticket, participated in
by the Communist Party and with Communists
as the central candidates. But in practically
carrying through this correct -line, the comrades
retreated before the "red scare," hid the face
of the Party in this united front, evaded some
of the most crucial political issues. Thus, our
comrades contributed to the creation of 81K'h
an atmosphere of timidIty, and evasion, that
under sharp attacks from Ford';> agents, some
of the weaker elements on the workers' ticket
fell into panic entlt'ely, and the candidate for
Mayor, at one point, signed a resignation from
the struggle.
We must again emphasize that, while workers'
tickets are permissible under certain special circumstances, and especially in company towns,
this under no circumstances means the abandonment of the independent role of the Communist Party. To push the Communist Party
into the background, to allow it to be forgotten,
Is fatal to the success of a particular camt/l1ign,
as well as endangering our future development.
The tendency to bring forward workers' tickets
in large industrial cities is generally wrong; it
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is a tendency to surrender to Farmer-Laborism.
Recently, in South Dakota, our c.:>mradcs
seized the opportunity of a broad state conference of farmers and the Unemployed Council
movement to launch a campaign of a leading
Communist for Governor of that State. This
was correct under the c1rcumstanoea, even
though the Communist Party, as such, had not
yet named publicly its candidates. But there
is a danger that the further development 01
this campaign in South Dakota may have a
tendency to develop under the nag of non-partisa,nism. If this is permitted, the mC\'ement is
in danger of 5liding oft into the old traditional
path of Farmer-Laborism with disastrous results to the workers and farmers in South
Dakota. To prevent this, the Communist Party
there must come to the front most energetically.
The ca.ndidate for Governor must make this
campaign openly and frankly as the nominee
not only of the broad united front. but also
of the Communl"t Party. He must speak as a
Communist. The P~rty must not diasolve Its
own activities into the broad movement and
lose itself there. On the contrary, thE' Communist Party must be tremendously strengthened in the course of this campaign and must
prove in practice its right to the title of leader
of the exploited masses of South Dakota.
There are still I;Ijme telidencie5 in our movement to look upon the united front as purely
a Dl&.t.ter of addressing letters to the top committees of various organizations and conducting
ncgoti~ttons with these committees.
Bu:: this
is not the essence of a united (ront at all.
Letters and negotiations to top committees of
reformist organizations have their place at cer70

to dramatize Issues before the broadest masses
and arouse these masses to action and to 8
movement toward unity. But if such letters and
negotiations become an end in themselves, if
they are constantly repeated without any results, then t:ley serve not to build the movement for unity, but on the contrary, to demoralize and dIssipate it, to discrcdit the whole
slogan of the united front.
The united front tactic plays a growingly
important role in the trade union field and
strike mvvf:ments. This is espet::ially true ill
the :3truggle against company unions, and i!!
those industries wl1ere two or more trade unions
are already being built among the workers. In
every case, revolutionary forces must come forward as the practical fighters for uniting all
workers against the company unions, for finding the forms to unify the struggles of the
workers in the A. F. of L., T.U.U.L. and independent unions. An excellent example of cc:.rrect effort in this direction was the proposal
for united action submitted by the delegates of
the Steel and Metal Workers Industrial Union to
the Conference of the RE-public Steel Mill locals
of the Amalgamated Assn. of Iron, Steel &
Tin Workers held recently in Ohio. Another
example of tke correct united front tactics in
the trade union struggles was the work in the
Western Pennsylvania mine fields during the
big strikes there, in which the National Miners'
Union declared its support for the demand for
the recognition of the United Mine Workers,
and in which the S.M.W.I.U. successfully o.:gan
the establishment of united action of the striking miners, with the steel workers. Another
example of the correct application of the united
front was the Automobile Workers' Conference
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held last week in Detroit on the joint call of
the Auto Workers' Union and the Mechanics
Educational Society, participated in a1.5o by rank
and file delegates from the A. F. of L. auto
unions, with the slogan of joint struggle against
company unions, and for the auto workers' demands. Many other examples could be brought
forward, should be analyzed. Comrade Stachel
in his special report on the trade union question is going to go more into deta.il in analyzing
the whole of our trade union problems now.
In all united front actiVities, the Communists must always grant the right to all other
groups, and reserve the right for themselves,
of mutual criticism. It is permissible and correct to make specific agreements of non-criticism during the actual carrying through of
joint actions agreed upon, within the scope of
the specific agreement, so long as these agreements are loyally adhered to by all sides. But
the CommuniSts can never agree to be silent,
to refrain from criticism, on any breaking of
agreements for struggle, 'on any betrayal or
desertion of the fight. AllY such agreements
would not be contributions to unity, but rather
to disunity.
"LEFT" SOCIAL·FASCISM AND ITS ROLE

The relationship between immediate demands
and revolution has become closer than ever with
the deepening of the capitalist crisis. The capitalists are driving more and more to reduce the
standards of living. The Socialist leaders and
the A. F. of L. are more and more driven by
their subordination to the Roosevelt program to
openly betray the struggle of the workers for
the means' of 'living. Where formerly they had
time and roon1 td maneuver in and fool the
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workers, they now more and more have come
out quickly and openly with their strikebreaking role. As a result, the masses are becoming
qUickly disillusioned.
There is a real crisis
among the social-fascists; their followers are
turning away from them.
A little example of the speed of this development has been seen in the two taxi drivers'
strikes in New York City. Two months ago the
taxi workers went out demanding the recognition of their union and increased pay. When
they first struck, who were their leaders? Mayor
LaGuardia, himself, appeared as a sort of godfather to them; Socialist Judge Panken was
their principal spokesman; liberal Socialist
Morris Ernst was the arbitrator; the Socialist
Party spoke of it patronizingly as "our" union.
QUickly the scene changed. The arbitrators got
to work. When the men hesitated to compromise their demands. LaGuardia quickly changed
from the kindly godfather to the threatening
policeman. The liberal Socialist councillors and
arbitrators pressed the taxi men to accept the
settlement dictated by LaGuardia; the men
finally accepted under the impression that they
had gotten part of their economic demands,
plus the recognition of their union. The Communists told the taxi strikers they had been
betrayed. The taxi strikers were still ioyal to
these "leaders" and they tore up the Daily
Worker that told them the truth, and beat up
the Communists. Disappointed though they
were, they would have nothing to do with the
"Communist disrupters" and "reds." But when
they got back to work, they found that they
had been not only cheated out of their supposed economic victories, but were completely
denied the right of their own organization. The
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companies began installing company unions;
the men threatened to strike against them;
they returned to their old leaders for advice
and were told not to make any more trouble,
to submit to the N.R.A. code of $13.00 per week;
that the company had a right to organize company unions if they wished. In desperation, the
men went on strike again to enforce the recognition of their union. Already they had arrayed against them all their former friends;
every newspaper in the city vilified them; LaGuardia threatened them; the police arrested
them and beat them up; the Socialists w.,ashed
their hands of them; the A. F. of L. threatened
to come in and take over sponsorship of the
company union. Only the Communist Party,
the revolutionary trade unions and the Daily
Worker came to the assistance of the taXi strikers. Result: the same taxi drivers who a few
weeks ago were tearing up the Daily Worker,
and beating up Communists, today cheer the
Daily Worker, send delegations to the Communist Party Convention, and are no longer afraid
or ashamed that their union is being called a
red union. In a few brief weeks the SOCial-fascists lost their infiuence over them; these men,
who in overwhelming majority a few weeks ago
were actively antagonistic, became Communist
sympathizers.
The same thing is happening on a larger and
smaller scale everywhere. The class lines are
tightening; the class struggle is sharpening; the
masses can learn qUicker now than ever before
on which side do the leaders stand-with the
capitalists or with the workers. The socialfascist leaders are being exposed before the
masses as capitalist agents.
In this crisis the social-fascist leadership finds
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it necessary to invent new means to keep the
workers fooled and under their control. For"
this purpose, they are beginning, wherever the
situation gets too hot for them, to establish a
division of labor-~>ne part of them becomes the
"right wing," which carries through the dirty
work of the direct sell-out; the other part becomes a "left-wing" which mildly deplores the
necessity of submitting to the sell-out, and
which consoles the workers with an ineffective
opposition and a sugar-coating of radical and
even revolutionary and Communist phrases.
This left-reformism, left social-fascism, is springing up everywhere today, and is especially dangerous. One form of it is the self-styled "American Workers Party," headed by the Rev. Muste.
Another is the Lovestone group, with its I.
Zimmerman in the shoe industry and its S.
Zimmerman in the needle trades. Another is
the Trotzky group in the food industry. They
are characterized by the multiplicity of their
banners, their hatred of the Communists, their
radical hot-air, and their practical service to
the A. F. of L. and Socialist Party officialdom.
A classical example of this left social-fascism
is given by the "Communist Oppositionist," S.
Zimmerman in Local 22 of the I.L.G.W.U. Zimmerman's "Communist·, revolutionary phrases
have become invaluable instruments in the
hands of the I.L.G.W.U. officials and the Socialist Party. The workers in Local 22 are becoming disillusioned with the officialdom, They
can't be fooled anymore by the old means. They
are prepared to give a large vole for revolutionary policy. So the S. P. and A. F. of L. officials
decide that here is an occasion to apply the
good old American saying "if you can't lick
'em, join 'em." They find ready at hand In
the person of S. Zimmerman their own "Com75

munlst" to lead Local 22, and safely preserve
these workers under their control. They assure
the workers: "Your choice Is no longer between
reformist and revolutionary leadership. Now
you choose between two kinds of revolutionists
-the practical, the realistic Zimmerman, or the
impractical, utopian, disruptive Communists.
You're not even choosing between non-Communists and Communists, because we're even
prepared to give you a Communist to lead you."
Thus in the recent elections in Local 22, the
A. F. ot L. omcials, Socialist Party, the Socialist
preSil, created a firm fighting united front in
support of the "Communist" Zimmerman. Thus
theSe little groups of renegades, trading on the
name of Communism hire themselves out to the
blackest reaction in the labor movement, and
become "mass leaders" in the service of socialfascism.
The example of the Zimmermans gives the
type of the whole tribe of left social-fascists
that Is being born out of the crisis of socialfascist leadership. They are the most dangerous
enemies of the workers' struggles today. We
can move forward only to the extent that we
expose their true character, and thus drive them
out of the workers' movement.
In this respect we must say that too often
we still see remnants of a certain liberal, tolerant attitude towards the renegades. To some
extent this is born out of the fact that we have
£uch a new membership in our movement--because we are growing so rapidly. Many of our
members are not familiar with the direct facts
of the history and functions of these people
who call themselves "Communists." Too many
of our members still do not understand that
Trotskyism and the Trotskyists are not a
"branch" of t~e Communist movement but
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rather a pollee agency of the capitalist class.
There is also a real leftward movement among
Socialist workers which tries, often confusedly.
to give expression to a revolutionary polley.
A symptom of such a movement is the platform recently issued by the Revolutionary Policy Conun1ttee in preparation for the S. P.
Convention in June. Some of its proposals
have been included for action In the omcial
agenda adopted for the Convention. It must
be said that the Revolutionary Polley Committee comes much closer to revolutionary formulations on central issues than does the Muste
"A.W.P."; and further that it is much Jess
vicious in its attacks upon Communism than
is Muste or the renegades. The composition
of this "left-wing," however, gives llttle ground
for expecting it to lead the reel leftward development of the S. P. members toward the
united front with the Communists and eventually toward unification. It is not homogeneous; many of its members are known for their
vacillating, compromising character.
In aJl
probability this effort also will collapse into
another contribution to that "left" social-fascism whose object 15 to disrupt and disperse the
left-ward movement of the workers.
All Socialist Parties. in their division of labor.
are producing not only "left" wings, but also
open fascist groupings. Thus in Japan, the
Socialist party spllt with its general secretary
going over with a section of the Socialist party
to "national soc1al1sm," a crude imitation of
Hitler adapted to Japanese war polley. Thus
in France. the "neo-socialists" have spllt from
the Soc1al1st Party. in order to pass over openly
to a national chauvinist platform. open fasc1sm.
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The American Socialist Party aiso has its open
fascist grouping, which centers here in Ohio.
Its spokesman is Joseph W. Sharts, state secretary of the S. P. Let me give you a few samples
of this new fascist program for the S. P.:
"1"rank recognition of the futility of all
Socialist efforts so long as we ignore or oppose
those elemental emotional forces implied in
'Americanism; 'nationalism,' and 'patriotism,'
and therefore the need of utilizing or at least
neutralizing them by a shift of attitude and
propaganda so as to enlist national pride and
love of country."
"The socialist appeal which relies on a
vague internationalism and a mythical working-class instinct of solidarity is easily crushed
whenever it meets the elemental emotional
forces roused under the name of patriotism."
"These great traditions cluster around the
Stars and Stripes and make it worthy to be
fought for, regardless of the capitalist connections in recent years."
"Not by the pacifist but by the patriotic
approach lies our path to power and freedom."
It would be difficult to improve on .Mr.
Sharts by quoting directly from Hitler.

PROGRESS IN THE BOLSHEVIZATION OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY

What is meant by Bolshevizing the Party?
It means to master all the lessons taught us
by that first Communist Party, the most successful one, created and led to victory by Lenin,
and now successfully building Socialism under
the leadership of Stalin. It means to become a
party of the masses; to be a Party With its
strongest roots among the decisive workers in
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the basic industries; it means to be a Party
whose stronghold is in the shops, mines and
factories, and especially in the biggest and
most important ones; it means to be a Party
that leads and" organizes the struggles of all the
oppressed peoples, brings them into firm alliance
with the working class; it means to be a Party
that answers every question of the struggle;
that can solve every problem; it means to be a
Party that never shrinks from difIlculties, that
never turns aside to find the easiest way; that
learns how to overcome all deviations in its own
ranks-fight on two fronts-it means to become
a Party that knows how to take difIlculties and
dangers and transform them into advantages
and victories.
Are we such a Party? Not yet. We have a
strong ambition to become such a Party. We
are making progress in that direction. But
when we consider the extremely favorable circumstances under which we work, when m1ll1ons
are beginning to move, to organize, to fight,
when only our program can solve their problems, then we must" say that we are moving
forward entirely too slowly. Our task is to Win
the majority of the workingclass to our program.
We do not have unllmited time to accomplish
this. Tempo, speed of development of our work,
becomes the decisive factor in determining victory or defeat.
The Bolshevik method of work necessary in
this period was concretely outllned for ~he
Party in the Open Letter of the Extraordinary
Party Conference last year. It called for concentration of our forces upon the most important tasks, upon the workers in the basic
industries, upon the biggest factories. It set
certain minimum, practical tasks to be accom79

pUshed within a certain period; it called for periodical re-examination, check-up and control
on the execution of these tasks.
This 8th Convention of the Party must make
such a check-up and control for the entire
Party. We must review the work of our Party
since the 7th Convention and especially since
the Extraordinary Conference, and establish
what we have succeeded in accomplishing.
Where have we failed, and where are our weaknesses? Upon this basis we can then correctly
set ourselves the control tasks for the next
period. We must forever put behind us that
time when we wrote resolutions and set ourselves
tasks on paper, then took this paper, carefully
locked it up in the drawers of a desk, forgot
about it and proceeded to drift along as best
we could according to the exigencies of the
movement without plan, without direction, and
then write another resolution like the one we
wrote before and proceed to forget it like we
forget the other one. When we write a resolution, this is· the most serious binding of ourselves to carry it out. If it is not carried out we
must know why, and in the next resolution we
write we must take all necessary measures to
guarantee that the resolution will actually be
put into execution.
In 1930, at the 7th Convention, our Party had
just emerged from a long period of relative
stagnation and even retrogression, resulting
from protracted inner party factional struggles,
and the domination of the opportunist poliCies
of the Lovestone leadership. The 7th Convention consolidated the unification of the
Party, conftrmed the throwing off of the opportunists' and turned the Party resolutely towards
the correct Bolshevik policy of JJlaM struggles
and mass organization. But the Party was still
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very weak in practice. It had only 7,545 duespaying members; its factory nuclei were few
and functioned very weakly. The revolutionary
trade unions had no more than 25,000 members, and were poorly consolidated; revolutionary work in' the A. F. of L. was at its lowest
ebb; mass organizations around the Party,
mostly language and cultural organ1zatiOllll,
were not politically active and a very generous
estimate of all mass organization membership
could not possibly exceed 300,000.
Since that time important changes have taken
place. Consider firstly only the dUes-paying
membership of the Party. 'If we take this by
half yearly averages, we obtain the following
very instructive figures:
1931-First half
1931-Second half
1932--First half
1932-Second half
1933-First half
1933--Second half
1934-Three months

8,339
9,219
12,938

1.,.7.
16,81.
19,165
24,500

From these figures it is clear that the unification of the Party and its correct general poli. tical line from the 7th Convention and during
the period of the crisis, has resulted in a constant increase in membership from half year to
half ·year. Today our Party is more than three
times its size at the 7th Convention. But it 18
also clear that it is the past six months which
show the most decisive upward turn. This corresponds with the period when the main body
of the Party began seriously to improve its work,
that is, since the Party studied and began to
master the Open Letter.
This becomes eve» more clear when we study
the figures of our shop nuclei. . At the 7th Con81

vention, we had a little more than a hundred
shop nuclei. At the time of the Open Letter
there was still only 140. Even taking into consideration that the intervening period had witnessed the closing down of innumerable factories, and the consequent destruction of many
nuclei, still it is clear that we only little more
than held our own. Since the Open Letter,
however, due to our concentration and improved work, assisted, of course, by the general
atmosphere of struggle that has swept the factories, we can now report 338 shop nuclei. The
proportion of total membership in shop nuclei
has risen from 4 to 9 per cent, and the proportion of emploYed members is 40 per cent.
What kind of shops are these in? Last year,
68 of them were in basic industries. This year,
there are 154, with a proportionate increase in
membership. The majority of these shop units
are in small factories. A growing number are
in the larger and more decisive factories. We
have shop units functioning now in our concentration points in the steel industry, the big
mills of Pittsburgh, Youngstown, and Calumet
Valley areas. We have nuclei in the important
auto shops as well as in many of the smaller .
shops; we have a growing number of mine
nuclei. In the shops where these 338 shop
nuclei operat.., there are at work a total of over
350,000 workers, showing a general average of
about 1,000 workers per shop.
In these enterprises where our shop nuclei
work, there was one year ago very little trade
union organization. The total membership of
all categories in the shops of the 140 nuclei
was a little more than 7,000. Today in the 338
shops where our nuclei operate, there are over
10,000 members of the revolutionary unions,
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more than 5,000 members in independent unions,
and over 21,000 members of the A. F. of L.
These figures represent a very important increase, comprising more than 10 per cent of
all the workers in these enterprises. That the
Communists have had a great deal to do with
this growth in trade union organization is demonstrated by the rela.tively high proportion of
revolutionary and independent unions. The
most serious weakness that these figures disclose
is that as yet only a little more than 10 per
cent of the workers have been brought into
the unions.
It is clear that precisely at this point we have
the key problem to the future growth of our
Party and of the revolutionary trade union
movement. The problem of our shop nuclei is
to win the leadership ot the overwhelming majority of these 350,000 workers, bring the best
fighters, the most capable forces, into the Communist Party and the whole mass of workers
into the trade unions. Is it utopian to set such
a task for ourselves? No, it is not. Weak as
our shop work has been, we already have examples showing that it can be done, and done
quickly.
Let us take, for example, the case of a certain metal shop, the experiences of which I
have personally examined. This shop is of
medium size in the lighter section of industry.
It employs in this period about 500 w:orkers.
A year ago we had a stagnant nucleus of three
members. Following the Open Letter, the Party
committee in the section where this factory is
located, assigned some politically capable comrades to work with and help the nucleus. In
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connection with the Metal Workers Union, the
shop was drawn into a strike movement, together with many other small metal shops. The
demands of the strikers were won, and the em- .
ployers signed a contract with the union. The
nucleus was still functioning very weakly. It
had worked only as a fraction of the union,
without showing the Party face. Consequently,
it recruited very slowly. ~ workers in the
shops didn't know the Party existed there. The
union leaders were afraid that if the Party nucleus took any 1n1tiative it might disrupt the
mass organization of the union in the shop. As
a result of this political weakness, the shop
committee of the union elected as its cha.1rman
one of the most reactionary elements in the
shop, a very conscious supporter of the Socialist Party leadership, and an enemy of the
union. The op1n1on prevailed that this was the
way to secure full unity of the shop, but this
shop chairman sabotaged the work of the union.
The shop nucleus meetIng every week with the
personal participation of representatives of the
section, and diScussing all the problems of the
shop and the union, gradually became epnscious
of these weaknesses and dangers. They saw the
boss becoming very arrogant again and threatening to refuse to renew his contract with the
union, or to consider the new demands the
workers were formulating. They saw a sp1r1t of
passivity and defeatism spreac11ng among the
workers in the shop. The nucleus decided that
it must become a.ct1ve and make its presence
known in the entire shop. Its first mQve was
to secure the defeat and removal of the sabotaging shop chairman. A shop paper began
to appear regularly. It is interesting to note
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that our trade union leaders resisted the developmg initiative of the shop nucleus. They were
afraid of it; they even developed the theory
that the shop nucleus was merely a fraction of
the union, and subject to the directives of the
leading fraction of the union as a whole. But
the nucleus correctly and successfully overcame
this resistance. At the crucial moment when it
seemed that the union in the shop was about
to be wiped out, the nucleus distributed
throughout the shop to every worker a leaflet
in which, speaking as a unit of the COmmunist
Party, it pointed out the dangers to the workers.
called upon them to rally their forces to the
union and to win their demands. Within a day
the atIJlO6phere in the shop was entirely transformed; defeatism and demoralization vanished.
The COmmunist who had been discharged for
distributing the leaflets in the shop was quickly
reinstated in his job by the action of the entire body of workers. who threatened immediate strike if this demand was not complied with.
The employer quickly changed his tone. and
instead of tearing up the union contract, he
negotiated a new one, embodying additional
gains for the workers. The union meeting in
the factory thereupon invited an oMCial speaker
from the communist Party to come and speak
at their meeting; greeted the speaker with an
ovation. It is the common talk of the shop
that "our union is strong because we have an
active. strong Communist Party nucleus among
us." The Party and Y.C.L. membership in this
shop now comprises 14 per cent of the whole
. body of workers. The shop is 100 per cent
unionized in the revolutionary union. These
workers are raw and inexperienced. the type
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usually known as "backward." The leaders of
the shop nucleus and the shop committee of
the union is now composed of new, active. capable forces in command of the situat.ion, displaying strong initiative; the individuals who
make up this .leadership were three months ago
looked upon as "backward workers," who rarely
raised their voices in meetings.
Imagine the tremendous steps forward our
Party would make if the experience of this shop
was repeated in just half of our existing shop
nuclei! Imagine how quickly we could develop
a mighty mass Party when we get a few hundred strongholds like this throughout the country, especially in the basic industries! What a
transformation would take place in the Chicago
District if the Packinghouse and Steel nuclei
would repeat this experience, if the comrades
had not forgotten their own good resolutions!
What a new District Pittsburgh would become
if a similar work were done in the Jones and
Laughlin steel mill!
The greatest weakness of our shop nucleii is
that they are not so much secret from the bosses
as they are from the workers in their shops. They
are afraid to speak to the workers in the name
of the Party. They rarely issue leaflets. Less
than 15 per cent of our shop nuclei issue a
shop paper of any kind. We even find theories
popping up,-for example, in Cleveland and in
some .;';!ctions of New York, that Party shop
papers are really a danger and a hindrance to
penetrating the factories, that we must work by
stages and have first only union papers; then
later on, carefully begin to introduce Party
shop papers. This opportunistic hiding the face
of the Party in the shops is the most serious
right danger.
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Our street nuclei are also beginning in some
cases to learn how to do mass work on their
own account. We now have 1,482 street nuclei.
What a tremendous power even ·these can become when they learn Bolshevik methods of
work. That they are not such a power today
is only because they still look upon themselves
merely as dues-collecting agencies, as agencies
to distribute leaflets handed down to them
from above; at best, as political discussion
clubs of a general character and a timid
distributor of the Daily Worker. That is the
picture of the average nucleus. But in these
cases where a street nucleus begins to understand its independent political function as being
the Party in its own neighborhood, as being
the organizer and leader of the masses in that
neighborhood, when it begins to set itself the
task of winning the majority of the workers in
its neighborhood, and to take the initiative in
accomplishing this task, the results are simply
tremendous. street nuclei are finding out that
very often with only a little attention they can,
themselves, give birth immediately to important
shop nuclei out of their own membership. They
are finding that individual connection with
particular shops can quickly be built up into a
shop nucleus, and especially they are beginning
to find the proper activity for a street nucleus,
as SUCh, rooting the Party among the masses
in the neighborhood, building neighborhood
strongholds for the Communist Party.
Above all, the street nuclei must become
serious organizers and leaders of the unemployed. From 60 to 70 per cent of our members are themselves unemployed, but relatively
few of them are active in building block committees and Unemployment Councils winning
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strongholds for the Party among the 16,000,006
unemployed. We must declare that just as it
is the duty of every employed Communist to
be a leader. in his. trade unions, so also is it
the duty of an unemployed Communist to become
the leader of 10 or 100 other unemployed workers
in block committees and neighborhood councils.
Let.. me cite only one good example of a street
nucleus which is beginning to get itself on its
own feet, politically. This nucleus has no great
achievements yet in factory work. A year ago
it was a rather discouraged group of good,
loyal comrades who didn't exactly know what
to do. They began to apply the Open Letter to
their neighborhood problem. They opened a
neighborhood Workers' Club and kept it open
at all hours, especially for the young people
in the neighborhood. They introduced organization of a primitive sort among these people,
giving them activities, games, music, etc. In
another part of' the neighborhood, with a considerable Negro population, they began to build
a branch of the L. S. N. R., with white and
Negro members. Some members of the nucleus
took the initiative in launching a branch of the
C. W. A. Workers Union. The nucleus undertook
action in support of strikes that affected
the .neighborhood, and rallied some support for
picket lines. As a result of these activities, the
unit began to grow, more than doubling its
membership. It has drawn into the Party several excellent new Negro workers. At its last
meeting, it spent a couple of hours discussing
the most dimcuit problems that have arisen
with the mass influx of raw young American
workers from the streets into the neighborhood
clubs. Large groups of such youngsters that
had for months been avoiding the club as "disreputable red" headquarters, had suddenly
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changed their attitude, and presented themselves for membership in the club, and were
making all sorts of demands upon the leadership for organization and activities.
The life of this unit Is now rich and intense
with the problems of the daily life of the neighborhood. It has become a mass influence among
thousands of people. An interesting sIdelight
on our methods of work is given by an experience of this unit in conducting its neighborhood club. In order to raise the political level
or the club life, they have been inviting speakers
from various mass organizations and the Party
from other parts of the city. They report almost
invariably these speakers are absolutely unintelligible for the neighborhood crowd that attends this club. The speakers never find any
point of contact with their audience. They talk
over their heads, use long phrases which may
have been very good in a thesis, but of which
these neighborhood workers haven't the slightest understanding. As a result, the audiences
grow restless; the young people get boisterous;
and even contemptuous of' these political
spouters. This phase of politicalization has
been a dismal failure, as it was bound to be
with such an approach. Here is a lesson for
the entire Party, in its work of mass agitation
and propaganda, of political education of the
new raw masses that are coming to us. It is
the virtue of parrots and of phonographs that
they mechanically repeat the phrases given to
them. But that is no virtue for Communist
speakers. We must completely overhaul our
methods of mass education; we must absolutely
put a stop to this business of our Party speakers
copying parrots and phonographs, putting forth
the Party program in such .unintelligible terms
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that it is just so much Greek to the audience
and doesn't touch their lives in any way or
arouse a spark of interest.
The next central point in Party building after
the shop and street nuclei is the Party Section Committee, Section bureau. This is the
real cadre of the Party's mass leadership. To
the extent that this is broadened and strengthened, to the degree that it becomes the decisive
and controlling force in our daily work, to that
degree, the Party will become a mass Party.
That means that our sections must be small
enough for the committee to actually know the
problems, find the solutions, and give direct
leadership in carrying through the work. A
section Committee must be the general staff
of the revolution in its territory. It must know
every house, street, and factory. It must know
the daily problems of life of its population. It
must know all our enemies and learn how to
defeat them. It must turn its section into a
Communist stronghold. That means a larger
number of sections, more careful selection of
leadership, and a better quality of leadership
to the Sections from the Districts.
We have made progress in development in
sections of our Party, but not nearly enough.
Where in 1930 there were 87 Party sections,
there are today 187. The geographical extension
of the Party organization is shown in the fact
that these sections include functioning Party
committees in 463 cities. The work of these Section Committees have improved, but we must
place before the leadership of the Party today
as a decisive question for our future progress,
much more decisive improvement of the quality
of our Section leadership.
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A most serious problem of Party growth is the
fluctuation in membership. Since 1930, starting
with a membership of 7,545, we had recruited up
until February 1934, 49,050 new members. If we
had retained all old and new members, we woUld
have had in February, 56,595 members. Instead
of thls, we have dues-payment of only about
25,000. Two out of every three recruited members have not been retained in the Party. Fluctuation is being reduced, but is still high. It
is no explanation for us to cite the fact that
organizatlon membership is in America traditionally unstable and fluctuating. It is precisely
the task of Bolsheviks to be different from
everybody else. It is no explanation for us to
cite the unsatisfactory character of this recruiting, which was largely from the unemployed,
from open-air mass meetings, etc., and not the
basic bUilding of the Party through struggles
and in the midst of struggles in the factories,
in stable neighborhood organizations, in the
mass organizations, trade unions, etc. It la
precisely the task of Bolsheviks to improve the
quality of recruiting itself, so that Party recruits
are permanently assimilated into the life of the
organization. The proper use of the new forces
drawn to us, their activization and education
in Bolshevism is our basic task. This is the
creation of the main instrument for building a
socialist society in America. Every weakness,
and especially such weakness as exhibited in
this still high degree of fluctuation, signalizes
a danger to the successfUl building of the revolutionary movement in America. The whole
Party must be roused to a consciousness of this
problem. All the forces of the Party must be
concentrated upon the task of holding and consolidatinll: every new recruit.
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ON USING OUR STRONGEST WEAPON,
THE DAILY WORKER

The Open Letter set a main task' for the
Party in improving and popularizing the Daily
Worker and transforming it into a real mass
newspaper. This problem has two distinct sides,
whl:~h are, however, very closely interrelated.
These are the editorial improvements of the
Daily Worker's contents, and the creation of
a mass circulation of the paper. In the first
respect we have made a decisive step forward.
Since last August the' contents of the Daily
Worker have been enlarged, enriched and improved in every respect. The paper has become
of interest to its readers every day, and Is more
and more showing what an indispensable
weapon it Is in the building of a mass Communist Party, as well as for the conduct of the
everyday struggles. It Is still far from the ideal
Bolshevik newspaper; the editorials are as yet
weak, not simple and clear enough; it is not
yet sufficiently de-::isive in its role as political
educator of the masses; it is not yet sufficiently
bound up with the daily lite of the masses in
the decisive districts and factories. We can
say it has made important steps in the right
direction.
Unfortunately we cannot say the same about
the Daily Worker circulation. With regard to
circulation the situation is really alarming. The
number of copies printed daily (not taking into
consideration the large spe~ial editions and the
special Saturday circulation) still remains considerably below the level of 1931. True there
has been a certain improvement even here, so
far as payment to the omce of the Daily Worker
for this circulation. The amount of money
received by the Daily Worker for its papers has
slightly increased above 1931. It is also true
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that there has been an improvement in circulation from the low point of a year ago by
about 50 per cent. But this has been almost
entirely the product of the spontaneous response
to the improved ::ontents of the paper and only
in a small degree the planned, conscious, systematic activity of our Party. Shall we wait
until it cost our head to be caught with a
copy of the Daily Worker before we realize its
inestimable value? We are only playing around
with the Daily Worker, until we have given
it a minimum circulation of 100,000 copies a
day. We already have grouped around our
Party, under its infiuence, far more than that
number of workers who need a Communist
newspaper and are not served by our language
newspapers. To set the goal of 100,000 circulation is merely to reach with the Dally Worker
those v;orkers with whom we are already in
conta-::t. Until this goal is reached we must
declare that the circulation of the Daily Worker
is the weakest sector in our battlefront.
CHECK·UP ON OUR CONTROL TASKS

The Open Letter set us the task of decisively
strengthening our work in the A. F. of L. and
other reformist trade unions. We can register
some serious beginnings of improvement in
this field. I have already spoken of the broad
scope of the movement for the WOrkers Unemployment Insurance Bill inslde the A. F. of
L. We can record that the work of the revolutionary oppositions under Communist direction is now the decisive leadership in approximately 150 local unions.of the A. F. of L., with
a membership of from 50,000 to 60,000. This
opposition work is improving in the most important industries such as mining and steel.
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In addition to those lo-::al unions in which the

revolutionary opposition has the support of the
majority of the workers, there are serious
minorities in a larger and growing number of
unions. The weak·est field in this respect remains the railroad industry. Here we cannot
yet say that the Party has taken up the task
with full seriousness, nor even made a considerable beginning. Throughout the work in the
A. F. of L., the characteristic weakness remains
the formal chara.cter of the opposition work, its
tendency to remain content with participation
in union ele-::tions and formal deba.tes, the
legalism of the work, its failure to orientate
itself to the shops and establish its organizational base there, and its weakness in developing independent leadership of the daily struggles.
The most decisive advance in the trade unIon
field in the past year has been the emergence
of the revolutionary trade unions as real mass
organizations, directly leading the struggle of
20 per cent of all the strikers in this period,
and winning a far higher proportion of the
victor,ies won by the strike movement. Especially important has been the advances in steel,
agriculture, marine, as well as the serious advances in lighter industries, such as, shoe,
needle, furniture, etc. Over 100,000 new recruits, offset by fluctuation of about 15,000 gives
us at present about 125.000 members in the
revolutionary unions. The increased stability
of these organizations is due to the fa~t that
they were built in struggle, that they are mastering the art of trade union democracy, are
developing their own responsible trade union
functionaries and exhibit a growing and active
inner life.
.
The Unemployment Council movement was
only in its first beginnings in 1930. Four years
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of rich experience in local, state and national
struggles and actions, the high points of which
were the great March 6, 1930, Unemployment
Day Demonstrations, the National Hunger
Marches in 1931 and 1932, and the recent National Unemployment Congress in Washington
in February 1934, have crystallized real mass
organizatiops on a nation-wide scale. In the
Washington Conference, which brought together
the Unemployment Councils, trade unions and
all forms of mass organizations that support
the struggle for the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill, there was organized representation of about 500,000 workers. In the Unemployment councils, C.W.A. Unions, Relief Workers Unions, etc., there is comparatively stable
organization of from 150,000 to 200,000. In spite
of the fact, however, that the Unemployment
Council movement under our leadership is the
predominant organizational expression of the
unemployed on a national scale, we must say
in many localities it exhibits the most serious
weaknesses. These weaknesses are both political
and organizational. Especially we have not fUlly
involved the trade unions in unemployed work.
The Party has answered in principle all the
problems and found the solutions to these weaknesses, but due to insufficient, direct political
and organizational leadership by the Party,
from top to bottom, units, sections and districts, and the weak functioning of the Party
fractions, the full benefit of our expereince has
not been carried to the movement as a whole.
The result is a big lag behind the possibilities
on a national scale, with the most dangerous
weaknesses in the majority of localities. As a
result, we see in many places new organizations
of unemployed, in which the "left" social-fascists
and renegade elements live off the capital of
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creased circulation has come within the past
year. It is clear that the language press is by
no means keeping up with the extension of the
language organizations. We must set for our
language bureaus and language newspapers the
task of raising the political standard of their
work, to draw their membership much more intimately into the' main stream of the American
class strugle, to activize it, to bring forward new
leading cadres, and to speed the process of a
Bolshevik Americanization-that is, the welding
of a united proletarian mass movement that
transcends all language and national barriers.
Especially important for stabilizing the lower
Party organs and mass organizations has been
the program for Bolshevizing our financial
methods and accounting. A special sub-report
will be made on this question. It is not a
technical question. It is of first class political
importance. Bolshevik planning, budgeting and
a strict responsibility are being instituted. This
must become the universal rule. There must be
no loosening up on this question.
Scores of smaller mass organizations have
arisen in the past year, each serving some
special need, and each contributing to the general strengthening of the revolutionary movement. We have no time to review them all
here, important though many of them are.
Special mention must be made of the International Labor Defense, which has won many
serious political victories in this period, chief
among them the conduct of the Scottsboro case.
The I. L. D., however, lags seriously behind in
organizational consolidation and in the systematic development of its whole broad field of
activities. More serious political guidance must
be given by the Party to the work of the Com97

munist fractions in the I. L. D. to overcome
these weaknesses. The Communists who participate in the broad non-Party organization of the
Friends of the SOviet Union, have done good
work there. Only a handful of Communists are
In this organization, but they have rallied around
it the most varied circle of sympathizers, individuals and organizations which was demonstrated in an excellent mass convention held
recently in New York City. The many other
. organizations. which we will not go into in detan, one and all can find the road to strengthen
themselves. to improve their work. to stud.y the
methods of our Party in the larger fields of JIlaM
work, by mastering the art of Bolshevik selfcriticism. and detailed study of their problems.
Special sub-reports will deal with the problem
of" training new cadres and the related question
of our growing system of Party schools.
We
have advances to record in dealing with these
questions in a planned way, as special problems.
But again we must say. this is not characteristic
for tbe entire Party. Planned training and promotion of new cadres is the essence of Bolshevik
leadership.
If we make a conservative estimate of the total
membership of mass organizations around the
Party, and under its political influence, allowing for possible duplications of membership, we
will see that we have apprOXimately 500,000 individual supporters in these organizations. COmpared with the estimated 300,000 at the time of
our 7th Convention, this is not quite a doubling
of our organized supporters. The quality of this
support we must say, however. is on a far higher
level; it is more conscious, more active. more
consolidated. and has been tested in the fires of
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four years of struggle against dimculties, against
the sharpening attacks of our enemies.
The
largest part of this gain has oome in the past
year as the result of serious efforts to carry out
the line of the Open Letter, and to execute the
control tasks set by the Extraordinary Party
Conference.
We have been able to make these advances
because we have begun to learn how to apply
Bolshevik self-criticism. We have learned to
face our wef\knesses and mistakes, boldly and
openly.
ON LEARNING THE ART OF SELF-CRITICISM

We have learned to use the powerful corrective
influence of collective self-criticism. Our enemies gleefully exhibit our self-criticism as the
sign of a dying movement. We can afford to
let them have what satisfaction they get out
Jf this, when we know that it Is precisely thru
self-criticism that we have begun seriously to
overcome these weaknesses. We are beginning
to master, according to our own weak ab1llties,
the art of self-criticism, so ably taught to the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union by Comrade Stalin. We can still, with great profit, read
again and again the reports of Comrade Stalin
to the Congresses and Conferences of the C. P.,
S. U. As one such contribution to our 8th Convention, I want to read a few pages from the
reP9rt of Comrade stalin to the 15th Party Congress in 1927, a.Imost every word of which has a
direct lesson for us in our work. Comrade Stalin
said:

"Let as take, for instance, the matter of
&Uidance of economic aDd other orpnlza-
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tions on the part of the Party organizations.
Is everything satisfactory in this respect?
No, it is not. Often questions are decided. not
only in the locais, but also in the center, so

to speak, "en famille," the family circle. Ivan
lvanovitch, a member of the leading group
of some organization, made, let us say, a big
mistake and made a mess of things. But
Ivan Federovitch does not want to criticize
him, show up his mistakes and correct him.
He does not want to, because he is not disposed to "make enemies." A mistake was
made, things went wrong, but what of it, who
does not make mistakes?
Today I will
show up Ivan lvanovitch, tomorrow he will
do the same to me. Let Ivan Ivanovitch,
therefore, not be molested, because where is
the guarantee that I wiD not make a mistake
in the future? Th_ everything remains
spick and span. There is peace and good
will among men. Leaving the mistake uncorrected harms our great cause, but that is
nothing! As long as we can get out of the
mess somehow. Such, comrades, is the usnal
attitude of some of our responsible people.
But what does that mean? If WE-, Bolsheviks,
who criticize the whole world, who, In the
words of Marx; storm the heavens, If we refrain from self-criticism for the sake of the
peace of some comrades, is it not clear that
nothing but ruin awaits our great cause and
that nothing good can be expected. Mal'x
said that the proletarian revolution differs,
by the way, from other revolutions in the
fact that it criticizes itself and that in criticizing itself it becomes consolldated. This
is a very important point Marx made. II
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we, the representatives of the proletarian
revolution, shut our eyes to our shortcomings, settle questions around a family table,
keeping mutually sUent concerning our miatakes, and drive our ulcers into our Pariy
organism, who will correct these mistakes
and shortcomings? Is it not clear that we
cease to be proletarian revolutionaries, and
that we shall ~ely meet with shipwreck
if we do not exterminate from our midst
this phillstinism, this domestic spirit in the
solution of Important questions of our construction? Is it not clear that by refraining from honest and straight-forward selfcriticism, refraining from an honest and
straight making good of mistakes, we block
our road to progress, betterment of our
cause, and new success for our cause. The
process of our development is neither smooth
nor general. No, comrades, we have classes,
there are antagonisms within the country.
we have a past, we have a present and a future, there are contradictions between them,
and we cannot progress smoothiy, tossed by
the waves of Ufe. Our progress proceeds in
the form of struggle, in the form of developing contradictions, in the form of overcoming these contradictions. As long as there
arc classes we shall never be able to have a
situation when we shall be able to say,
'Thank goodness, everything Is all right.'
This will never be, comrades. There will
always be something dying out. But that
which dies does not want to die; it fights for
its existence, it defends its dying cause. There
Is always something new coming into life.
But that which is being born Is not bonl
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quietly. but whimpers and screams, and the
new, between the moribund and that which
is being born-such is the basis of our development. Without pointing 01lt and exposing openly and honestly, as Bolsheviks
should do, the shortcomings and mistakes in
our work, we block our road to progress. But
we do want to go forward. And just because
we go forward, we must make one of our
foremost tasks an honest and revolutionary
self-criticism. Without this there is no progress."

The task of our Party today, the tasks of this
Convention, have been clearly and systematically
set forth in the documents before us for adoption. especially the Theses and Decisions of the
13th Plenum of the Executive Committee of the
Communis~ International, and the Draft Resolution prepared for this Convention by the
Central Committee. My report has been for the
purpose of further elaborating these fundamental directives and discussing some of our central
problems concretely in the light of these directives, All these tasks set forth in the documents
before us are partiCUlar parts of the one general
task to rouse and organize the workers and oppressed masses to resistance agains·, the capitalist program of hunger, fascism and imperialist
war. They are parts of the one task of winning
the majority of the toiling masses for the revolutionary struggle for their lmmediate political
and economic needs as the firs~ steps along the
road to proletarian revolution, to the overthrow
of capitalist rule, the establishment of a revolutionary workers' government, a Soviet government, and the building of a Socialist socie'.;y in
the United States.
It is the source of our greatest strength that
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in our work in the U. S. A., we are not isolated
from our brothers in the rest of the world. We
are organizationally united in one World Party
with all that 15 most fearless, devoted, honest
and energetic in the working class of every
capital15t country, as well as of the· to1l1ng
masses struggling for their liberation throughout
the world. We draw additional strength and
inspiration from the ma.gn11lcent achievements
of our ~rother Communist Party in China, which
stands Bit the head of the powerful and growing
Chinese Soviet Republic. We are proud and
inspired by our unity in one Party with such
fightcrs as George D1m1troff and his comrades,
who, single handed, met and defeated the Nazi
murder bands in the courts of Leipzig. It is
our strength that we are of the same Party with
Ernst Thaelman, and the thousands of heroic
fighters in the German Communist Party, who,
through prison cells and concentration camps,
defying the Nazi headsmen, maintain and carry
on every day struggle for the overthrow of
Hitler. We take special pride in the achievements of our brother Communist Party in Cuba,
which roused and led the mass upheaval that
overthrew the bloody Machado, and which 15
now gathering the forces of the Cuban masses
to drive out Machado's successors and establiSh a SOviet Republic of Cuba. We are stronger
in the knowledge that the Communist Party of
the Ph1l1ppine Islands stands shoulder to
shoulder with us in the joint struggle to overthrow American imperialism. Our work in the
United States gains additional power from the
fact that, reaching across the border, both north
and south, we grasp the hands of our brother
Communist Parties of Canada and Mexico.
Throughout Latin-America, our brother Parties
are challenging us to socialist competition as to
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who can strike hardest and quickest against the
imperialists and their agents. When we contemplate the tasks of struggle against imperialIst war, for the defeat of our own imperialism,
our muscles are further steeled by the knowledge
that our brother Communist Party of Japan Is
blazing the way for us by their heroic struggle
for the overthrow of Japanese imperialism in
the midst of war. Above all, do we arm ourselves w1~h the political weapons forged by the
victorious Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
with the mighty sword of Marxism-Leninism,
and are strengthened and inspired by the victories of socialist construction won under its
Bolshevik leadership, headed by Stalin. Our
World Communist Party, the Communist International, provides us the guarantee not only of
our victory in America, but of the victory of
the proletariat throughout the world. (Prolonged applause.>
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SUMMARY
Comrades:
We have come to the end of the discussion
of our Eighth Convention. In the main, these
discussions have revealed a unanimity of political line in ~very essential problem before the
Party such as our Party has never known before.
There are not many political questions to
clear up in the summary. A few points that have
been the subject of controversy must be dealt
with. I take in the first place the questions that
stand between us and Comrade Zack. I will
not attempt to go into a catalogue of the
deviations of Comrade Zack. That would take
entirely too much time. I will take just three
points on which Comrade Zack has not only
been in the past resisting the line of our Party,
but on which Comrade Zack still stands stubbornly defending his errors.
The question of work within the A. F. of L.:

Comrade Zack declared that he is in complete
agreement with the decisions of this Convention
regarding the work in the A. F. of L., and then
in the next breath he proceeded to declare that
when the leadership of the Party removed him
from New York they made an unwise and
unjust decision, that his line on this question
in New York was 100% correct. We have to tell
Comrade Zack trat evidently he simply does not
understand the decisions of this Convention. He
does not understand the line of the Party if he
thinks he was carrying it out in New York.
I will just cite the kind of thing that made it
necessary for him to be removed as a warning
that he had to correct his line, a warning which
Comrade Zack did not take seriously.
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Here is a circular gotten out in New York by
the independent union of Alteration Painters,
addressed to tte members of the Painters Union
of the A. F. of L.-Interjection by Zack: Not written by me.
Browder: --which Comrade Zack endorsed
and defended-Zack: Not true.
Browder: --and which represented the influence of Comrade Zack in the leadership of
this work, and this leaflet, in the midst of a
struggle and the attem~ts on our part to develop
a left wing in the A. F. of L. union, calls upon
these members: "Come into our union-the
doors of our union are open to every honest rank
and flIer, exchange your Brotherhood book for
a membership book of the Alteration Painters
Union." This kind of line has absolutely nothing
in common with: the line of our Party. Such
a line is bound to result in pulling the militants out of the A. F. of L. unions at a time
when the mass of the workers rema1n.s in
them. Such a line means leaving the workers
in the A. F. of L. under the complete 1n1luence of the reformists, instead of building a
strong rank-and-fUe opposition to challenge
the leadership of the corrupt A. F. of L. offlcialdom.
On the question of shop papers: Comrade
Zack stated in his speech that he admits the
mistake on the question of shop papers and
stands corrected, but he said this only as a
preface for a bitter denunciation of the article
in "The Communist," which polemized against
his mistake. According to Comrade Zack, such
a polemic against his mistakes is impermissible
slander which cannot be allowed against such a
leading comrade as Comrade Zack. It is clear
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that Comrade Zack has not corrected himself
on this point in which his first formulation on
the question was an apparent adm1Bsion of h1s
mistake.
Finally, Comrade zaclt has been of the opinion
that the Central Committee and its Political
Buro is unsound on the whole question of tradeunion work, that it is in constant danger of
heading off into the swamp of opportunism and
b~coming
objectively
counter-revolutionary.
Comrade Zack came into the open with this
opinion in the article he wrote in the discussion,
printed in "The Communist." Comrade Zack's
contribution to the pre-convention discussion
was a warning to the Party not to trust its
Central Committee. Comrade Zack has repeated
his accusations in the Convention, and further
specified Who he believes to be the source of
danger to our Party. He looks upon Comrade
Stachel as the would-be liquidator of our tradeunion work and the rest of the leadership of the
Party as under the infiuence of, and conciliatory
towards, the liquidation tendency of Comrade
Stachel. Whait is at the bottom of these accusations? What, but an obstinate resistance to
the stress of work in the A. F. of L._ resistance that constitutes a downright opportunist
deviation from the Party line on work in the
trade unions? What can we say about such
slander as this, wh1ch is at the same moment
coupled with a verbal declaration of support for
our resolution? Comrades, we have to characterize this as double bookkeeping, and the attempt
to -establish a factional platform in the pa.rty-a
kind of thing which cannot be tolerated and
which must be eliminated from our Party life.
This is not Bolshevik political discussion. Such
positions as these Comrade Zack has taken on
1:17

these questions. Comnl.d'e za.ck has not spoken
one word directed towards further strengthening
the solid, firm unity of our Party, without which
nothing can be achieved. Comrade Zack has yet
to learn some of the first fundamentals of Bolshevik work, namely, the ability to collectively
hammer out a line, to arrive at unanimous decisions, and to proceed to turn all forces unitedly
and unanimously into carrying out these decisions. (App1aJuse.>
And let me repeat: One of the most important tasks of the inoaming Central Committee
as well as of every Dlstriot and Section Committee will be to orglatlize a broad revolutionary
opposition inside the A. F. of L. uniollS---e.n
opposition that shaJI be able to win the workers frotn the influence of the refonnists, to
lead and organize the struggles of the workers
against the will and over the heads of the
bureaucracy. And we will not tolerate a single
conurade in any leading position who is not
prepared to oa.ny through with all his energy
this important work. We mean business and
not such phrasem.ongering as indulged in by
Comrade Zack.
I pass on to the questions raised around the
case of Comrade Nowell: I don't want to review
the full discussion of our Negro Commission and
the excellent contributions that we haa there.
We rave had a rich diScussion-a discussion
that I am certain has been a help to everybody
in the Party from the first to the last delegate
at .this Convention, and it will further serve
the entire Party membership and the whole
struggle for Negro liberation. The crushing convincingness of our correct line even forces Comrade Nowell to come before this Convention with
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an admission of the true character of his political tendency and his activities as petty-bourgeois, nationalist and factional, and a confirmation of the correctness of the Central Committee.
Whether this statement by Comrade Nowell
represen~ a true enlightenment on his part or
whether it represents an additional maneuver,
time and the work and activities of Comrade
Nowell will demonst1"ate. The Party will be
alert to see just exactly what this statement
means in life.
And Comrade Nowell should not Imagine that
we shall believe him so readily I Too long has
he indulged in underhanded maneuvers Q88.inst
the Party. One more attempt in that direction, and the Party, in the interests of our
revolutionary work, especially as concerns our
work among the Negn> masses, will clear him
from its ranks. The Party has fa.r too Ions
been patient with such methods of disintegration.
I pass on to the question of the activities of
Comrade Harfield in Buffalo. COmrade Barfield
has submitted a statement confirming the correctness of all the charges that we made against
him. What are we dealing With, however, in
the case of Comrade Barfield? We are not
dealing with political unclarity or political differences. In this case we have an almost "pure"
specimen of unprincipled factionalism. It is deliberate, demoralizing, corrupting work in the
Party, based not On any political objective or
political opinion, but upon the desire to make
Barfield an important person in our Party. For
this purpose he was ready to use the position
given him by the Party to create doubts among
the new members, and even among leading
comrades in the District, 'as to whether the
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Party really, in aJl seriousness, supported its
own program. on the Negro question.
It is clear that we cannot be quickly convinced
of the sincerity of OOmrade Harfleld's statement,
not so quickly as Comrade Harfield found it possible to write his statement. It is clear that the
least measure possible in dealing with such slimy
poison as Comrade Harfield dragged into our
movement is to provide safeguards against such
a comrade holding any responsible position in
the movement until he has proven in practice
his ability to do Bolshevik work in the ranks.
I pass on to one further question that arose
in connection with Buffalo. That is the question of whether the fraction in the Steel &
Metal Workers' Union in Buffalo should have
proposed 8i united front with the A. F. of L.
union in the Buffalo m1lLs. Comrade Johnson in
his speech continued to defend the mistaken p0sition of the Buffalo comrades that such a proposal would have been wrong because the A. F.
of L. union has only a small group of old
hardened reactionaries whom it is not possible
to win over. But we must point out to Comrade
Johnson that his argument betrays a still somewhat shallow understanding of the whole purpose and m.ea.n1ng of our united front actionS.
Our united front proposals are not directed towards the purpose of winning over the hardened
reactionaries and omcialdom of the reformist
organizations; our proposals are directed to the
mass of the workers and not only the workers
inside the reformist organizations, but a.l$O to the
workers outside the refonnist organizations, in
order to prove to them that if there is division
in the ranks of the workers this division is not
caused by the' revolutionists; this division is
brought there by the reactionaries, the reform-
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ists. (Applause.) Further. this argument shows
too narrow an approach to the question. It is
entirely limited to the effects of this tactic
upon the particular locality. But the comrades
in every locality must always remember that
they are only a part of the whole national situation. Even from the point of view of the
membership of the A. F. of L. unions only. there
are in the steel industry not only a handful of
hardened reactionaries, but some twenty to thirty thousand workers in some of the most important sections of the steel industry. Precisely
because in Buffalo we were stronger organizationally. as compared to the A. F. of L. unions.
for that reason it would be all the more necessary for us in Buffalo. because of the national
effect it would have, helping us in those districts
where we are weak. to make precisely this united
front proposal to the A. F. of L. unions. Comrade Johnson should study questions over more
fundamentally. avoid jumping to conclusions
always on the basis of surface indications of
the problem. to dig deeper into these problems.
to grasp their essence. With regard generally
to the contribution of Comrade Johnson to our
work and to the discussion of this COnvention,
we must state that Oomrade Johnson exhibits
quite strongly both the strong points and the
weak points of our rising new cadres, white and
Negro, and, first of all, along with serious mass
work. a lack of mastery of that most important
Bolshevik art. the art of self-criticism. Our
comrades must all study self-criticism. We none
of us are good on this activity yet. All of us
are just beginning really to learn the full meaning' of self-criticism. We are just beginning to
learn that Bolshevik self-criticism has nothing
to do with tearing down ourselves or one another, but on the contrary, is the only possible
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source of strength. Just think for a moment
how Comrade Johnson himself couId have multiplied tenfold his positive contribution, which
is valuable but couId have been ten times more
valuable, if it had been presented to this Convention with just a little more fundamental
exaniination of his own weaknesses and errors.
This is all said in the spirit of giving the utmost possible help to Comrade Johnson and
making much stronger his contribution to our
Party.
Now I want to say one or two words about
certain questions that were involved in the
whole Negro discussion. During the discussion
in the Negro Commission there was incidentally
brought forward by one of the speakers the
proposal of the slogan, something like (I don't
remember the exact wording): "Lynch the
lynchers." I think it is necessary for us to
point out that the whole trend of such proposals as this is to lead us into very serious
traps of the bourgeoisie. Our struggle against
lynching, our struggle against capitalist terror
of all kinds, can be answered only by our taking
up, not the forms of struggle of the bourgeoisie
which are strong only when used by our class
enemies, but by .finding our own special proletarian forms of fighting-always based upon
mass action. (AppIa.use.) Our slogan must be:
Against the lynchers, the mass united front
action of whites and Neg:roesl To break down
the 1n1luence of the bourgeoisie, of the lynchers, the intensification of mass educational
work among the backward white masses in the
South, the broadest possible popuIariza.tlon of
the Comintern program on the national
question as it relates to the struggle for
Negro I1beratian.
And
we must always
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carefully distinguish our slogans, speeches everything that we say-from our enemies. When
we go up against the bourgeois state in the
struggle for power, we don't put forward the
slogan of dictatorship against dictatorship, but
we put forward the slogan, proletarian dictatorship against bourgeois dictatorship. We must
always. carefully distinguish the class content
and form of our action as distinguished from
the attacks against us by the bourgeoisie.
One other incidental question in the Negro
discussion which has already been very ably
answered by Comrade Ford, but which I want
. to mention for the' purpose of emphasis-that
is the idea which has been smuggled into our
movement by our enemies that we have one
policy for tre American Negroes, United States
Negroes, and another for the West Indian Negro. What is this? It is clear the essence of
this is introducing nationalism and national
division into our ranks. It is of precisely the
same political content as all forms of chauvinism. After all, what is all chauvinism, including white chauvinism, national chaUVinism, the
bourgeois nationalism of an oppressed nation?
All of them are merely forms of the political
ideology of the bourgeoisie, of our class enemy.
We can't possibly breathe politically except in
struggle against it. Our Party would be su1fering from a dry rot in its very heart if it could
for one instant entertain the slightest concession
to national division among the Negroes, as between American and West Indian. It is of the
same sort of chauvinism as is exemplified in
that rotten poison that is more and more being
spread in the U. S. todaY-ilnti-seniitism. We
must understand that today the bourgeoisie is
systematically exploiting and cultivating and
pushing into every nook, cranny and comer it
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can, every fo.rm of chauvinism, nationalism, national division among the workers. White
chauvinism is the most sharp and dangerous
form for us, but exactly the same political
poison is contained in anti-semitism and in such
ideas as the division between West Indian and
American Negroes. We are the Party of internationalism, against all forms of chauvinism.
(Great applause.) We must answer the imperialist splitters of the Negro ranks with the
revolutionary political slog8lns: For the independence of the West Indies! Demand the
withdrawal of the armed forces of British,
French, Yankee, and other imperialist powers
from the West Indies and other Cs.ribbean
countries! For the abrogation of all slave
treaties! For a united fighting front of West
Ip<lian a.nd American Negroes in the joint
struggle against imperi&llsm! For the liberation of the Negro peoples throughout the
world!
I pass over to a brief restatement of the question of our international tasks. Our Party is
an international Party, even in its composition.
Our Party responds to i.nternationalism very
keenly. This is expedited by the fact that it
is diftlcult for chauvinist tendencies to find
growth in a Party which itself Is composed of
some 22 nationalities. But that does not mean
that we are by nature good internationalists in
the Bolshevik sense. That never comes naturally, by itself; that has to be consciously cultivated and developed before it can possibly
reach the plane of Bolshevism. We have not
lett our internationalism completely for resolutions, speeches, etc. We have many examples
of action of directly international character. We
have examples, such as the strikes of American
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seamen in support of the striking Cuban sugar
workers, refusing to unload the cargoes. We
have the recent beginnings on our part, even
though belated, of organizing material aid from
our Party to the German Communist Party. In
this respect, by the way, we must say that the
initiative which was taken in New York, and
intended as an example for the entire Party to
organize a series of special great mass meetings and demonstrations for the specific purpose of raising as much money as possible for
the German Oommunist Party, must be followed
up much more energetically by the other districts. Further, we must say there is not yet sufficient keenness of our entire Party from the
bottom up to carry on the monthly as;essment
we have placed on ourselves for the benefit of the
Gennan Communist Party. This Gennan assessment, comrades, this little red strip stamp we
put in our memberhip books, every monththis should be one of the most sacred things,
and every one of us should check up and see
that we do this, and that every cent of that
'money gets to the Central Committee, and check
up and see that the Central Committee sends
every cent every month to Germany. (Applause.>
We had actions in support of our magnificent
comrades in the Reichstag fire trial. We carried on mass actions in the U. S. We can be
proud of them. We can be especially proud th&t
in this protest movement against the ReJchstag
trial, one of the most important parts was taken
by precisely these supposedly "ba.ckward" Alabama sharecroppers. (Applause.) We had right
here in this Convention a telegram of greetings
from Baltimore, which reported that their form
of greeting this Convention was to announce
that they had set up an Anti-War Committee on
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a ship in the harbor in Baltimore. These are
certain examples of the positive side of our
work. But comrades, if we can do these things
with such a very weak and partial mobilization
of our forces, then is it not clear that a serious
etfort could have had a far larger result? And
isn't it, comrades, really a crime that holding
such possibilities in our hands, we did not make
use· of 'them ? Can' we be satisfied with the
campaign we are now carrying on for the freedom of Thaelmann? We cannot by any means
be satisfied with it. It is still weak. It doesn't
register. It does not even yet fully rouse all of
our Party members. And yet we may find that
if we would properly develop this movementthe movement for the freedom of Thaelmann may
become of greater historic importance than that
which saved our comrades Dimitrotf, Popotf,
Torgler and Tanetf.
Then we must point out that every day from
the United States there is being shipped munitions and war supplies of all kinds to Japan,
for war against the Soviet Union, and to Kuomintang China, for war against the Chinese
Soviet Republic. What is our activity against
this? We do a little journalistic work, sometimes good and sometimes not so good, but we
yet don't have serious actions, mass demonstrations of protest against these shipments of
munitions, actions on the' part of the workers
on the ships, to stop the loading and shipping.
That is our task.
We give a little support to the Cuban workers
and their Party, but is this in any way representing adequate mobilization of mass support
from the United States directly to the Cuban
revolutionary struggle? In the Philippine Islands, the leaders of our brother Party there are
in Prison or exiled to the far and most barren
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islands, sent there directly by the government
of the United States headed by that very "liberal" ex-Mayor Murphy of Detroit, now Governor-General of the Philippine Islands. We
have passed a few resolutions of protest, we
have sent them over to the Phllippine Islands
to console our comrades who are in exile, to
remind them that somebody in America is thinking about them. But what have we done to
rouse the masses of the United States to register
a protest in Washington that will force attention from this regime, and win the liberation of
Comrade Evangelista and the other leaders of
the Philippine Communist Party? We haven't
enough learned the necessity of these things,
which is not merely the necessity of the Philippine Party, but is our necessity if we are to
realize our ambition to be a Bolshevik Party in
the United States. This is the root of the whole
matter; we haven't enough taken this question
of internationalism out of our Conventions and
resolutions into the trade unions, shops, factories, 'mines, neighborhoods, the homes, out of
the holiday atmosphere to bring it down to real
everyday life. We haven't made our internationalism the property of the masses, an essential
part of their lives as well as of our inner Party
line.
I have already spoken, in dealing with Comrade Zack's deViations, of our A. F. of L. work.
I want to mention this again, not for further
elaboration, but for additional emphasis. Comrades, we still have to carry through the task
of making our whole Party understand that unless we do serious, stUbborn, organized work inside of the A. F. of L. everywhere where it has
any masses of workers, that we will not succeed
in any other phase 01 our trade union work or
in the main political tasks of our Party. There
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is still some resistance here and there in the
ranks of the Party. There's still, 'in one form
or another, the ideology that is expressed by
Comrade Zack. We must liquidate ·i~. We
should endorse the proposals to the Convention
by our trade union comrades, as the immediate
tasks for overcoming our weaknesses:
1. Strengthen the existing A. F. of L. rank and
file committees.
2. Arrange conferences of the A. F. of L. local
unions for the Workers' Unemployment Bill, for
the right to strike against compulsory arbitrations, for exemption of dues stamps for unemployed and for democracy in the union.
3. Each section to select local unions in which
to build t~e Party fraction and build the broad
rank and file opposition based on the revolutionary program.
4. Establish national industrial centers in the
following industries: mine, marine, needle, painters, carpenters, auto, cleaners and dyers, textile
and machinist.
5. Increase the circulation of the "Rank and
File Federatlonist" from 10,000 to 25,000 in three
months. (The "Rank and File Federationist" to
become a mass organizer of revolutionary opposition groups in the A. F. of L. unions.>
6. To secure the election of at least 10 delegates to the coming Convention of the A. F. of
L. Half of these delegates to come from central
bodies, the other half from federal locals.
7. Prepare resolutions for the coming state
and international conventions wl'ich are being
held in the near future. Secure delegates to
these conventions who will bring forward the
rank and file program at these conventions.
8. The A. F. of L. fraction to arrange a tour
to cover the steel towns and mining field to
strengthen our opposition work.
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9. Build the fraction and the opposition in the
Central Labor unions and fight for all elective
posts.
10. Prepare a large rank and file conference in
San Francisco to be held simultaneously with
the 54th A. F. of L. Convention.
These proposals to become part of the control
task in every district.
A central political task today is the struggle
against fascism. The basic weapon of struggle
against fascism is the development of economic
struggles and, in connection with econqm1c
struggles, the sharpening fight to preserve and
extend the cMI rights of the workers, rights
of organization, strike, free speech and free
press, etc. Upon the basis of the growing proletarian movement and mass struggles, we mus~
bring around the working class all other elements of the population su1Iering from the crisis
and capable of being roused against fascism.
We have had a very excellent discussion about
the most important phase of winning these nonproletarians which becomes so important in the
struggle against fascism, in the work of our
Agrarian Commission. Because the entire Convention doesn't have yet the full benefit of the
Agrarian Commission's work, all the more is it
necessary for me to emphasize this here, so that
every comrade will read the documents that
will appear as the result of this work. We
must make it clear that our wOrk among the
farmers is not a monopoly of our growing and
valuable specialists in the agrarian work. Our
Agrarian Department and its new and growing
cadres is a very valuable addition to our army.
but we are not going to leave the whole job
of winning the farming population to them. We
refuse to grant them a monopoly in this field;
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we insist that our District Committees and our
District Buros and District Organizers have not
only the right but the duty to do something
themselves clireotly to win the fanners.
Just in passing, in dealing with these nonproletarian strata which we must win; just a
word about the important and serious student
movement: This was not mentioned in the
Youth Resolution which was brought to this
Convention, an oversight which must be remedied in the editorial work that this Convention
will authorize, I hope, so that this question will
be included in the final document.
In my report, I brought forward the question
of the coming Congressional elections. I suggested perhaps we should set ourselves the task
Df electing a few Communist Congressmen this
fall. I haven't been able to follow all the debates In the Convention, but so far as I can
learn, nobody took up this challenge concretey.
The Canadian Party told us about some important election successes. We have no such successes to report in the U. S., and unfortunately
we don't seem to have enough ambition in this
line. We still underestimate the value of revolutionary parliamentarism. We are at a moment when it is quite possible for large masses
to swing over very quickly to the support of the
Communist Party, especially in the Congressional elections. There is therefore no utopianism in suggesting the possibility of many successful Communist candidates if we work
correctly and if we make a serious campaign.
But the condition of success is a serious campaign. The workers will not come to us and
hunt us up, especially wr.en they can't even find
our offices; we have to go to them. They do
not know our leaders yet. We must let them
know that the Communist Party is in the elec-
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tion campaign, who are its candidates, show the
faces of these candidates, with a very short,
snappy election platform, with a' few main principal demands that everyone suffering from the
crisis wants.
After ,Comrade Hathaway's report on our
work among the youth, there is nothing for
me to add. Just a word of emphasis upon what
he said, of the necessity to really carry through
our resolution on this question, that is, that it
must become a practical task which we have
to work out in concrete terms of assigning certain jobs to certain people to be accmplished
within a certain time, with check-up and control, to see that they are done, and if not, why.
Similarly with the work among the women.
It does not do very much good for our work
among the women for us to give them compliments whenever we meet. What we need now
is to start serious work in the factories, in the
trade unions, in the neighborhoods, around the
high prices and rents, in women's councils; to
develop cadres and bring them boldly forward
and to use for that purpose every such opportUnity as we have in this campaign for delegates
from America to the International Women's
Congress to be held in Paris at the end of JUly.
These are not impossible tasks, quite within our
power, and they will mean, if carried through,
a serious beginning in women's work.
With regard to some general features of our
task of Bolshevizing our Party: the discussions
in this Convention have brought out the extreme importance of raising the political level
of our Party. We are raising the political level.
The level of this Convention is far higher than
any gathering the Party ever had before. But
we must take this into the Ufe of our Party
down to every unit. This raising of our politi-
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cal level, the mastery of Bol~hevist thwry and
practice, concretely, in facing this problem of
the life of the working class, this is the only
possible weapon with which we can clean our
house, sweep out completely all remnants of
factionalism,
unprincipledness,
bureaucracy,
from our movement from top to bottom. The
weapon for this is self-criticism. I said before
we haven't mastered this weapon yet and here
I must say that our Polburo and Central Committee is tar too weak in the self-critical examination of its own work. We have to develop
effective self-criticism, beginning at the top and,
by example, carrying it throughout the Party.
Our new Central Committee must work on a
higher level than the old one. Every member
of the Central Committee that we elect here
must understand that he is personally responsible for carrying through the decisions of this
Convention wl'erever he may work, and that
the Central Committee as a whole is collectively
responsible for' the collective organization of
all this work.
Our Party has grown materially in membership and politically in its grasp of politics and
theory in the period since the seventh Conven:tion. We have become more a real leader of
struggles. We have led successful strikes, unemployed movements, farmers' activities, movements
of middle class elements. Through our activities
since the seventh Convention, tour years ago,
we have extended our basic capital of revolutionary experience and theory. But we made
many mistakes, and many mistakes we made
twice and three times, because of lack ot sutncient understanding of the class relations in
the country and the meaning of each particular
struggle and situation. The only remedy for
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that is more systematic approach to the problem of mastery on a larger scale by a growing
body of our cadres of the theory and practice
of Marxism-Leninism. Our Party is largely new.
The Credentials Committee report read to you
showed 66 delegates of this Convention joined
the Party since the Open Letter, since our Extraordipary Party Conference. A majority of
our Party members are less than two years in
the Party.
There is no miracle whereby workers become
Marxist-Leninists by taking out a card in our
Party. They will become Bolsheviks only to
the extent that the Party organization sees to
it that every Party member is interested in the
study of this question as an essent1&l part of
the daily mass work. If every member is made
to understand that the study of theory is not
something which merely has to do with the
improvement of his intellectual level, but is the
forging of the weapons of struggle which have
to be used every day in the fight, then we can
not only train our membership but by training
them we keep them in the Party and solve the
]:roblem of fluctuation and mUltiply manifold
the force of the Party among the masses.
Bolshevism is a science and to master it we
must study it. Study is a necessity of our Party
life. We have excellent cadres that have come
to us out of the struggles that we organized
and led, have been developed by these struggles. In all the ordinary questions of llfe these
are far more practical and emcient than our
"old guard," but they still lack something. They
haven't been equipped with that something beyond their own experience, with the tremendous
treasury of the experiences' of the entire world
working class movement. That it what we
must give them. . When we give them that, we
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will have the force which will make the revolution in America and not before.
A main immediate and practical task before
us is the question of the Daily Worker and its
mass circulation. Every district and section of
our Party must set itself the task of giving the
Daily Worker a mass circulation, a task that
can be carried out during the year 1934 which
by the end of the year will give us a minimum
circulation, to be a little conservative, of 75,000.
This means to a little more than double the
present circulation of the Daily Worker. Can
that be done? I'm sure it can. I'm sure every
district committee will agree that it can be
done. If we put this question seriously throughout the Party it will be done. It must be done
if we are in earnest about any of our tasks.
Without that, the rest of all that we say and
write becomes so much chattering,
Similarly with building our Party membership.
Is it too much to say that we should have
50,000 members by the end of 1934? If you
think it is too much we will compromise and
say 40,000. But at least 40,000 members.
These tasks, Daily Worker, membership, these
are not tasks which will take us away from the
mass work of the Party. These will not interfere with our preparations for making May Day
the greatest day of struggle that has ever been
seen in America. In fact I dOl'l't see how we wnI
make May Day a success unless we use the
Daily Worker, especially the May Day special
edition. I think that May Day will be something of a failure for us if we don't recruit many
new. members out of it. Similarly, with tee
preparations for Anti-War Day on August 1.
Just a few words, in summing up, on the
strong sides and the weak sides of our Convention which expresses the whole life of the Party.
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The Convention shows that the Party has
grown. That is fine. Everybody feels good
about that. But what about our fluctuation, and
what about the hundreds of thousands ready
for us whom we have not reached, and are not
yet seriously trying to reach? The Convention
does not show enough determination to remedy
this weakness. If the flgures of our growth
cause any feeling of self-satisfaction, then it
would be better to keep quiet about them.
The Convention shows the Party is leading
struggles everywhere. Good! That is the strong
side of our Party, it is a flghting Party, it is in
daily struggles. But the Convention also shows
very tmport.e.nt places where the workers are
flghting, where strike movements are rising,
where all the forces of capitalism are brought
to bear to prevent these struggles-and we are
not there, or there so weakly that our influence is not yet a decisive factor in helping the
working class to break through. That is the
weak side of our Party in this Convention. Why
haven't we been able to go forward at the head
of these 200,000 auto workers who are burning
with the desire. to flght? Here we are weak.
We haven't solved this problem yet. What is
true of auto is true of many other key points.
Our Convention shows, as one of its strong sides,
the improving composition of our Party as a
result of concentration, of leadership of struggles, of going into the factories, of beginning
work in the A. F. of L., of building the
militant trade unions, of winning Negroes, etc.,
but it also shows that we have only begun serious work in this respect. In many localities
we have not yet a single important factory that
we can call our stronghold. When we speak of
our Party being the leader of these struggles,
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through our improving cadres, at the same time
we must say our Convention disctission is still
too much merely reporting on these struggles,
not drawing the lessons of these struggles--the good lessons and the bad ones. We do not
enough draw the conclusions, the directives that
must be formulated from these experiences--the directives for· ourselves as to how we must
work better, and the directives for the masses
as to how they must fight more effectively to
win these struggles. The Party has a correct
line of struggle against all varieties of socialfascism. That is good! We can be glad of
that. But the discussions in this Convention
have not enough shown that we are carrying
on a stubborn unrelenting struggle every day
among the masses against the concrete manifestations of this enemy ideology, in the midst
of these mass struggles that we are leading.
We could carry this analysis of our strong and
weak points through a long list. And we must
do this. We must have a perpetual and continually renewing self-examination of our work,
a searching out of every weak point and finding
the way to remedy it.
It is not surncient to have a correct Party
line. On this point I can't do better than to
read what Comrade Stalin said at the recent
Seventeenth Party Congress of the C.P.S.U.
These words of Comrade Stalin must become a
directive for our daily work. They are meant
for us just as much as they are meant for the
Bolsheviks in the Soviet Union. Comrade Stalin said:
"Some people think that it is sufticient to
draw up a oorrect Party line, proclaim it from
the housetops, enunciate it in the form of
general thesis and resolutions and carry thea
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unanimously in order to make victory come
of ilSelf, automaticaDy, so to speak. This, of
C" UJ'S(', is wrong. Those who think Uke that
art greatly mistaken. Only incorrilible burocrats and office rats can think that. As a
matter of fact these successes and victories
were obtained, not automatically, but as a
result of a fierce stl"lll'l'le to carry out the
Party line. Victory never comes by itself, it
has to be dragged by the hand. Good reso- .
lations and declarations in favor of the general line of the Party are only a beginniag, they merely express the desire to
win, but it is not victory. After the correct
line has been liven, after a correct BOlution
of the problem has been found, success depends on the manner in which the work is
organized, on the organization of the stl"III'I'le
for the appDcation of the One of the Party,
on the proper selection of worken, on supervisinc the fu1ftllment of the decfsions of the
leading organs. Without this the correct One
of the Party and the correct solutions are in
danger of being severely da.maced. More than
that, after the COlTt'JCt poDtical line has been
given, the organizational work decides everything, including the fate of the political liIle
itself, i.e., ita success or faDare."

Comrades. this must be the keynote of our
Convention also. This must be the leading
tl'ought in all our work throughout the Party.
throughout the mass organizations. We have
the beginnings of this spirit in our Party. As
an example I may mention that yesterday I
received a little resolution that came from that
shop nucleus I talked r' bout in my report. This
resolution declares the nucleus has met and
discussed the fact that the National Conven-
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tion of the Party is examining the work of this
nucleus. The nucleus declares that this creates
in them a feeling of great responsibility, and
as a result they have come together and worked
out control tasks for the next three months, to
increase the number of Party members in the
shop by so many, increase the clrculation of
the Dally Worker by so many, and so on and so
on. This is an application of the line of Com·rade Stalin's speech that I just read to you.
(Applause.)
Comrades, I think I have said enough. The
work of our Convention has revealed to all of
us that we have a Party stronger than we ever
knew. We have a Party that already has forces
capable of doing tremendous things in the
United States. If we haven't done these things
already, it is not the fault of these forces we
have; it is only because we are still so badly
organized, and because we who lead the Party
are still not the kind of leaders that we must
be. This COnvention has revealed such forces
which we must properly use to seriously carry
out among the masses more practical everyday
work, collectively organized, collectively criticized, collectively checked up on, tightening our
organization, cementing its unity, fighting
against and elim1nating every deviation, raising
the theoretical level of the Party, always and
everywhere in the forefront of the rising struggle of the masses. If we do this, if we make use
of these tremendous opportunities revealed to
us here in this Convention, comrades, then we
can be sure that in a short time we will be a
mass Party in the United states; we will be
leading serious class battles in this country;
we will be challenging the power of American
imperialism; we will be seriously preparing the
American workers for their reyolutionary tasks.
(Prolonged applause.)
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